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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF ~E PROBLEM 
AND 
REVIE.W OF IJHE RESEARCH 
1. statement of the Problem 
It is the intent of this study to discover the 
effectiveness of paired study versus individual study in 
I 
social studies. ~e data will be analyzed ' for the following 
purpos-ess 
1. To find if there is more retention When pupils study 
in pairs. 
2. To find if there is more retention when pupils study 
alone. 
3· To find if there is more retention When ~Ln enrichment 
pz•ogram follows study when pupils study 1.n pairs. 
4· To find if there is more retention When an enrichment 
program follows study when pupils study 11lone. 
5• To correlate. using the total population or the study. 
the Intelligence ~uotient of each individ.ual With his 
average score on two weekly tests. 
6. !0 indicate the attitude of the pupils toward paired 
study. 
-1-
2. Review of Research 
'lhere seems to be little s ta tis tical research available 
on the effectiveness of paired or teem learning v1ersus in-
dividual study, but many educators have felt that there are 
great advantages in having children work together. One of 
the mos!;Pertinent studies in this field was that of 
Klugman • His study, carried on in arithmetical :problem 
solving, was to determine whether children in the tourtn to 
the siXth grades worked better alone or in pairs. ~e 
children were equated tor sex, race, grade, age, (within 
three months) and. intelligence (within four point.s). His 
results showed a · critical ratio of 3•5 in favor ot paired 
study. He comments on his findings: 
"• •• that when children worked in pairs they 
earned reliably hi&her scores than when they worked 
ind.~pendently. However, while the scores were higher 
it took them a reliably longer time. ntis longer time 
was primarily due to the presentation, discussion, 
rejection and acceptance of a greater number of pos-
sible answers which occurred When the children worked 
in pairs." 
In the classroom paired learning can be utilized in 
y' 
many ways. In his article on pupil study teams, Durrell 
wrote: 
• • 
"Children like to work in pairs or in small groups • 
• Team study seems to otter many advantages to 
1/Samuel F. Klugman, "cooperative versus Individual 
Sufficiency in Problem Solving", Journal of Educational 
Psychology, (February, 1944), 35:91-100. 
g;Donald D. Durr•ll and Viola A•· ~a los" nPupil Study Teams 
in Reading", Education, (May, 1946), 7b:552. 
~~========~========================================~3~-~==== 
learning, especially in view o~ the Wide differences in 
ability among pupils in a classroom. It permits ad-justment to team differences in level and learning rates; 
rapid learners may advance taster or use more difficult 
material; slow learners may use easier material or more 
detailed study gu.id.es and progress at a suitable pace. 
It should give the opportunity for specific practice to 
overcome weaknesses common to the team. Even When a 
uniform assianment is required of the entire class, 
study teams permit the use of different levels of study 
auides and offer far richer opportunities ~or individual 
recall and reaction to the material read. Certainly 
team study provides greater security in learning, 
especially when pupils check their knowledge with each 
other at frequent int.ervals in the study period. 
Teamwork obviously provides experiences in social 
development and group responsibilities." 
!I Jameson, in her study to determine how children prefer 
to carry out assignments, and to discover ways children 
enjoy working in order to take advantage of inter·est as a 
motivating force tor more effective planning, came to the 
following conclusions: (1) In almost a 11 cases the differ-
ences between partner participation and group participation 
is slight, but most of the groups prefer partner participa-
tion; [2) Individual participation is chosen least of all 
I 
by all the groups; (3) 1he groups with below ave:r•age Mental 
Age and high Mental Age of each grade show variat;iona, i.e. 
children with a low Mental Age prefer guidance re,ther than 
independence, and children with high Eental Ages tor a gr.ade 
prefer to work independently or in larger groups •. 
j)Vivian Jameson, Children's Preferences ·in TypeEa ot 
Assignments, Unpublished Master's T.hesis, Boston University, 
1951· 
~------==- =--=til='=-- -
~e inter-play of ideas, the give-and-take of working 
-~ -.- .. 
together ••• makes possible the maximum of ~upil develop-
ment inherent in the social and democratic group process 
used.• 
It has also been felt that children learn more of the 
actual subject material When they study and read the material 
y' . 
together. As Gray has said~ 
"Experience shows clearly that pupil development 
cannot always be achieved most effectively as the child 
works alone. Of great importance is the stimulus and 
added insight which result when he works co··opera.tively 
With others in achieving common goals.• 
Educational opportunity for all means bringing all the 
children of all the people into schools. The pupil of today 
is a prociuct of many entirely different environmemts. To-
day's pupils represent a wide variety of inheren1; abilities 
and. interest. 
. 31 In her study on group work, Waifie says: 
"'lhrough the greater variety of materifals that can 
be used in group work, we can better serve the varying 
abilities and interests of individual ehildJ:-en. For 
the superior child who is so frequently neglected we 
have the opportunity to provide activities 1~hat Will 
challenge and stimulate and a program that ls virtually 
unlimited in scope. For the slow and less able we can 
~~~v;d~e::::~i~~~~~n:f0;u;~:::~a~ ::;~:.if belonging, 
i/Hoble Lee Garrison, •cnanging Concepts in Methods of 
'!eaching",. Elementary School Journal, (:December, 1951), 
52:197~0~. . 
illiam s. Gray, Comp. and Ed., Classroom Techniques in 
~~-=---..:a.:-=~=::;..::-.1 University of Chicago Press, ~Chicaeo, 
3,/Dorothy C. Waite, "Children Like Working in Groups", 
llation~l Elementary Principal, (3eptember~l952) 3;2:169-173• 
- - -::.-..;:_ -
Because tbe children have a chance to partit~ipate more 
f'requent~y, have ~- cha~ce - - ~o c:}is_cuss al~ tile _ m~~·!!)ri~ 1, their 
retention and understanding of' the material should be much 
., ' . - ' ., - . ' , .. - ' .. !I 
better when ~hey work in pairs. In this regard, Durrell 
has written in his book: 
nstudying a lesson is often a lonesome and in-
secure task tor a child. Both the insecuri·t;y and lone-
someness may be removed by the use of' grad.e•i study 
guides with the pupils working in study tean:~s of' two or 
more. Teachers who have been using a s1 nglta textbook 
with silent individual study f' ollowed ei thelr by pupils' 
answers to oral questions or by Phiti.ls' wri'l:;ten answers 
to questions on the board Will find a market! improve-
ment in pupil interest and achievement when study teams .-:::> ~ 
replace individual study." ~/ .::.---
___--:::. 
Methods of' sta.rting group work are discusse<i in an 
v 
article on social studies by Stewart in Wb.ieh sh1' states: 
"Teachers often hesitate to carrY" on group work 
within the c le.ssroom because they do not unciers tand. 
hOW to plan activities for group learning. ~ey are 
held back by the fear of' a disorganized c la:isroom and 
the fact that their children may not measur•' up to 
expected standards. Many feel that class W(>rk is less 
work for the teacher. Results are not obta:lned in 
group work in a short time. It must be ste.Jrted at the 
first grade level where ehildren must be taught to work 
together, to make plans and look for information to-
gether. 1his working together must be carr:Led on right 
through the grades • • • 
When a class is ready for group work the teacher 
must first help the children get started • • • 
~e children should always have def'ini·te material 
to look up and def'ini te jobs assigned to th.,m and 
above all know what they are trying to find ••• 
!/Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruct!~, World 
Book Ccmpany, Yonkers~on-Hudson, 1956, PP• 387. 
g;'Dorothy Stewart~ •social Studies anci Group WorJl!", Social. 
Education~ (October, 1946), lOs259-6oO. 
-- - --~---=-=-- ------=--=--~==-~-=::....;:.;:....c_ 
Both the exceptions 1 and slow child. will have a 
chance to express himself • • • '!he c las a should be 
tested to see how much of the essential material is 
retained." 
Working in groups is interesting in its own right and. 
many individual;ihave characteristics they can impose on the 
group members. For instance, group standards ma:y· keep an 
overly aggressive individual in check, and, in turn, make a 
withdrawn Child spontaneous and confident. 
TO show the taportance of socialized learning, Morrow 
!I 
stated.: 
"'Let us create an environment for our <~hildren that 
shall make it possible for them to discover life in its 
social relationships, giving rise to problen1s that shall 
make them develop a thinking process through which they 
may arrive at logical conclusions. Let us j~oster those 
traits Which give rise to a normal and natural untold-
ina• It is within our power to shape a child into an 
undernourished, nervous, selfish, and disagreeable in-
dividual or one that is well nourished, thoughtful, 
social and unselfish." 
As a child erows older, he comes in c cntact with more 
and more people. l:le comes to reach out to the s1~reet, to 
the school and to the community, and he must leaJ:on to get 
along in these larger groups. In his article on cooperation, 
Y' 
Kreaol has said: 
•1he purpose tor the learning of the pn:oocess of 
co-operation should not be neglected ••• Clh.ildren 
should go through the experience of working together for 
0!/iildred Morrow, "Beginnings of Social Adjustmeltlt•, 
Childhood. Educati~n, (April, 1929) 5s424-7 
g,/Luvella J. Kregol, . uTeachins Co-oper~tion As a Practical 
Ideal", Educational J4ethod.s. (January, 1930), 9:~~27• 
~=============================================~·7 
the good of their group as well as for themselves in-
dividually ••• and through give-and-take situations 
connective thinking is cieveloped as well as sympathy, 
and understanding tor other members of the group." 
No matter hOW important it is for the child to be 
treated as an individual, it is equally important tor the 
individual to become part of a group and work wi tb. others. 
CH!PTER II 
Audrey Tavi tian 
EFFEC.TIVENESS CF PAIRED STUDY VERSUS INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
I 
IN FOUR'lll GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES 
1. Statement of the Problem 
It is the intent of this study to discover the effective-
ness or paired study versus individual study in fourth grade 
social studies. '!he data will be analyzed for the follOPiing 
purposes: 
1. To find if there is more retention When pupils study 
in pairs. 
2. TO find 1f there is more retention When pupils study 
alone. 
3• To find if there is more retention When an enrieh-
ment program follows study When pupils study in 
pairs. 
q.. To find if there is more retention when an enrich-
ment program follows study when pupils study alone. 
5• To correlate, using the total population of the 
study, the Intelligence quotient of each. individual 
with his average score on two weekly tests • 
6. To indicate the attitude of the pupils toward 
pupil-paired study in the terms of the following 
criteria: 
---
-8-
1=========================~======================~g~-===== 
a. Whether pupils like~ w<?rking t()gether. 
b. Whether pupils liked wo~k~ng alone. 
c. Whether pupils liked discussing material with 
the teacher and the class. 
d. Whether pupils liked discussing the material 
in study' teams. 
e. 1fhe the r pupils thought using the stu.d7 guides 
helped in remembering important racts. 
r. Whether pupils understood the directions of the 
study guides and the teacher. 
g. Whether pupils thought the noise was bother-
some. 
h. What pupils liked about studying in this manner. 
i. What pupils disliked about studying in this 
manner. 
7. To indicate informal teacher observa tiona. 
2. Plan of the Experiment 
.Description of the Materia~.-- In order for the reader 
to understand better the results obtained, an explanation of 
the construction of the instruments used in this a tudy is 
given. 'Jhe items of major a ignificance are cons·truction and 
organization of pupil study guides, the organizailiion or 
experimental classrooms in pairs, the arrangement of pupils 
within the classroom, and construction and distribution or 
testing instruments for measuring the erfectiveness ot work-
ing in pairs or individually af'ter eaoh experime:ntal lesson. 
--- --- - ----
- 10 
Textbook.-- ~e materials in this study came' from the 
. !I 
Ginn and CQnpany textbook, "Your People and Mine"', a fourth 
grade social studies book. .As this text was being used by 
both fourth grade experimental groups, a new unit; in the text 
was chosen Which neither class bad studied as yet;. '.Ihe 
study guides were designed from the material contained on 
pa.ges 148-185 • 
Studi Guides.-- 'lhe study guides used in __ :thi.s study are 
purely original and were produced to meet the needs of this 
particular experimental group. They are used 1n conjunction 
with materials already at hand, namely the textbc•ok and work-
book. However, they bear more si~nificanee to the child as 
they are a tool which he can manipulate easily. 
Basically, What a study guide does is to capitalize on 
the material in a text, tor instruction can not be limited 
to one textbook. 
It certainly is to the advantage of the pupll to read 
material that is accompanied by questions and an~1wera. If 
the details are made obvious, the understanding c::an be tied 
in later by means of critical thinking. These ac~companying 
questions are especially essential to the slow child, but 
also useful to the excellent reader. 
In this experiment, study guides were used 11rhieh 
1/Josephine Mackenzie, Your People and Mine, Ginn and 
Company, Boston, 1955• 
~~~===i=====================================================J~ll====~ 
emphasized the important material in the text. T.he study 
guides consisted of a series of questions in the left-hand 
colwnn of a sheet of paper with the an.swers a ttaehed on the 
right-hand side. ~e guide was folded down the middle. As 
the child read a question and answered it to the best of his 
ability, he could turn out the answer to see 1f he was 
correct. If he was unable to answer a question, he referred 
to his textbook and then checked with his answer column. 
To enable the child to take out only the answer t;o the 
question on which he was working, dotted lines separated 
each answer. These dotted lines were cut by the child before 
he proceeded to study. ~e Child was to understand that he 
might take out only the answer to the question he was 
studying. 
The guides followed much the same pattern ~~ organization 
as the text. Each chapter in the text was divided into 
sections, each having a title in heavy black type. 'lbese 
titles were included. on the study guides with co:rresponding 
que s tions below each. In this way, each child read a section 
and studied the questions for that section and then went on 
to the next. 
Directions as to text pages of study and procedure ot 
use were given at the top of each guide. The number ot 
questions on the guides in this study ranged tram 18 to 20. 
Tests ~. -- Objective tests were given on F.riday of each 
week for each of the four experimental weeks. 'Ihe testa 
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tha log :L~o ! u- tae? 
l"2) 1f.lere :t:.=: ·::~•--~. ~·:cc':. c~LnE) <l":'td 
\ 
-PART I==DIHECTIO~~ 
Mead each of the following auestions to yourself care-
fullyo Answer each one as briefly as possible b y writing a 
sin~le word 9 or two or three words on the l ines provided at 
the end of each ouestiono Example~ v;ho discovered America? 
5o 
In what s t ate is Seattle? 
• 
\'ihat is the name of the narrow fin= 
ger of the ocean off t he coast of 
0eattle? 
\'ihat do we call land which people 
own simply by living on it and us= 
in~ it for four years? 
What long river did they cross going 
West? · 
What is the name of the long river 
which flows into the Pacific Ocean 
from Seattle? 
How long is Puget ~ound? 
Khat does the name Seattle mean? 
~·~hat business is carried on in 
~eattle? 
In what section (direction) of our 
country is Seattle? · 
lOa Is Seattle on a large harbor of deep 
water which is well protected? 
( Yes or :No) 
PAH'l' II--lliREC·tiOhti 
Columbus 
Read each question carefully to yourselfo One of the 
answers below each ouestion is trueG Choose the answer which 
you think is correct and write the letter of that answer on 
the blank line provided to the riy,ht of the questiono In cases 
where more than one answer is correct mark as mar.ty letters as 
are asked for on the lines providedo 
llo ~rops grow better in Seattle than in Illinois f or what r eason? 
aQ Because it is a shipping center 
bo Because the climate is milder 
Co Because sugar cane is raised there 
d., Because much gold has been mined thereo.;::l:.::l:..-. ______ _ 
l2o At firstv what was the v,ood thin~ about the land in Seattle? 
S. o I t was old 
b o It was :free 
do It was rocky 
eo It was near the ~ississippi 
l?. __ . 
l3o 'vll'r ee l and" is what kind of land ? 
aa Land on a harbor 
be Land given airiay by men 
c., Land anyone can own by livinf 
do Land taken from others 
on i .t for 4 years 
13 
14 o Which section of our country was homesteaded rether than 
boup:ht? 
ao Southern 
b., \~estern 
c.,. Eastern 
do Northeastern 
l5o On what did the pe6ple travel to Uregon? 
ao train Co covered wagon 
14 
bo steamship do horseback -1~5 __________________ _ 
16o For what TW~ reasons did the people £ollow rivers going West? 
ao ·ro get .fresh watero 
b o To r,et wood for campfires o _1.,;;6 __________ _ 
Co It was easier to travelo 
do It led them in the rip;ht, directiono .;;;;1...-.6 _______ _ 
17o Why do trees grow· only beside streams in some places? 
a o Because land is rocky 
bo Because rainfall is light 
Co Because much gold has been mined there 
do Because it looks better 17 
--------------------
lga Which group of mountains are crossed g:oinp- West? 
S o H.ocky !•iountains Co High lJiountains 
Do White t4ountains do. Black Hills lg 
--------------------
19., After whom d:td they name Seattle? 
ao An Indian chief Co A .family 
bo The President do A body of water 
19 
20<> Why did they give this land the name SeattlE!? 
ao Because the name means "many waters" .o 
bo Because they liked the nameo 
Co Because :f.t is near the :~IississippL, 
d 9 Because it was a fine placeo 20 ~------------------
2lo 'v~'hat has helped the city to grow so large? 
ao Location on many harborso 
b~ Piany peopleo 
Co High IiJ'lountains., 
do Sugar caneo 21 
-=~----------------
22a How do the winds help the climate or Seattle? 
ao They never blowo 
bo They change the temperatureo 
Co They keep it warm in winter and cool in summero 
do They blow over the mountainso 22 · 
How much difference is 
June and December? 
ao None 
bo Very little 
there in the temperature between 
Co A great deal 
do 200 degrees _2..._2 ________ _ 
24o 
25o 
Bet't'l/een what does Seattle lie? 
ao T\'iO l"lalls of high mountains 
b .. 'l'wo oceans 
Co Tt'fo lakes 
do Two cities 21 .... 
Wha t 
over 
happens to the wa1~ wet winds which are forced 
the mountains? 
aa They blow awayo 
b o They are cooleda 
Co They are W& rrnedo 
da 'l'hey blow hardero 
25 
As these '\'ITinds are coo led what TWO thinf,S happen 
weather? 
ao Hain falls in summero 
b.. Tornadoes come c 
Co Snow falls in wintero 
do It gets very hoto 
26 
26 
to the 
27a Each yea.r 9 how many inches of rain falls in Seattle? 
a o 200 inches Co 33 inches 
bo 1 inch d.. 100 inches 27 ~------------------
2Bo W\hat good does this amount of rainfall do? 
a o It gives many people worko 
b,; ' It keeps the fish alive .. 
c.; It keeps land dryo 
do It keeps everything fresh and greeno28 
29/, What is Puget Sound like? 
a(> A large lake 
Jlo 
32o 
JJo 
bo A giant harbor of deep water 
Co An ocean 
do A dam 
By what other name is Washington known? 
29 
a.. 'fhe "Sup:ar Bowl" Co 
b.. The "Cotton Bowl" do 
'!'he Everpreen State 
The SkylinE3 State 
20 
Vihat tool do they use to measure rain? 
ao Thermometer Co A compass 
ba A gauge do A barometer 31 
l:ihat do they do to know how much rain fell during the year? 
ao Count the drops of raino 
bo Measure the wet groundo 
Co Catch it in a pailo 
do Add together all the inches that fell 
during the yearo l2 
Trees grol-r well in \".That kind of cli.mate? 
a.., ury climates which are cold 
bo Hot climates 
Co Wet climates which are mild 
do Dry climates which are hot 
.2.;3 
With what are the slopes 
Seattle lies covered? 
of' the mou.'llltains between whti:h 
ao Thtck forests 
b o Huge rocks 
Co Beautiful flowers 
do Many houses ~3~4-------------
39 .. 
4lo 
Fo:r vJhat~ :tcason d.c it.Te say ;."H~attle is tho yov.~west 
of' our largE~ e:i. t.1.es? 
a o Because it is 4 years old 
bo Because it grew durinp: the lifetime of one man 
Co Because many salmon are caught near there 
do Because it is a great shipninv, center 
2L-=------\1Jhat ki nd of business took place when there vJere only 
t wo houses? 
ao ~ellinr, of lors 
bo ~ellin~ of supar cane 
Co ~elling of cotton 
do Manufacturing ~J~6 ______________ __ 
\•iithin 2 years, what started to buzz alonv. Pw:et Sound? 
ao ~a~mills Co Yactories 
bo Bees do Spinning wheels 37 
Why did so many trees have to be cleaned from the hills 
beside Pu~et ~ound? 
ao ~0 skyscrapers could be built 0 
b 9 ~o crops could be planted .. 
c.. So fish could be caught .. 
d 9 so gold could be minedo ,J_8 ______________ __ 
What do we call cutting 
of the forest? 
a.. 1·1illing 
bo manufacturing 
::;orne of the p:iant trees 
ao 250 .feet high 
bo 1 foot hiph 
How many feet thick are 
ao 1 foot thick 
bo 200 .fent thick 
down trees and gettinv t hem out 
Co Lop:p:inF 
do L'iining 39 
are often how many feet 
Co 3 .feet high 
do 20 feet hi~h 40 
some o.f the giant. trees? 
Co 12 feet thick 
d .. 2 feet thi1c:k li+l 
hij!.h? 
42., What was one bad thing about such big trees? 
a.. The saw wouldn't go througho 
43o 
44o 
45o 
bo They couldn't be moved .. 
Co '!'hey rotted inside .. 
do T~ey were harder to cuto ~#~2~----------------
What didn't the first 
to do the l'lOrk? 
ao Animals 
settlers have that -we have today 
Co Larye saws 
bo Strong men d., Tools ___ 4.._;3 _______ _ 
What are the workmen o:f the lumber camps called? 
ao \';orkers Co Dragp:ers 
bo Lumberjacks do Fishermen 44 ~-----------------
~·Jhat is the first thing to do in cutting down a tree? 
a ... 
bo 
Co 
do 
Cut a pasha 
Saw away at the bottom.-
Drag the lops to the sawmillo 
Decide which way the tree shall fallo 
lt5 
\fl/hen they decide on which side the tree shall .fallp 
do they do? 
Wash it clean 
what 
ao Saw the tree downo 
bo Gut a big gash ., 
Co 
do Haul it to the millo 46 ..:.....;;. ___ _ 
) .. - , 
47o On the opposite side of the gash what do two men do? 
a., Work a sawo 
be Trim the braneheso 
Co Chop with an axeo 
do Take off the barko 4' ~------------------
48o 1iihen the tree is on the ground!) what do the men do? 
ac Trim off the brancheso 
bo Chop 1rlith an axeo 
Co Cut it in halfo 
do Take off the barko 48 ---------------
49o After the branches are trim~ed, what is done? 
ao They drag it to the millse 
b0 They cut it into shorter logso 
Co They w~sh it cleano 
do They cut a big gasho ~4~9----------------
50o 
51 .. 
52o 
In early dRysP what JWO ways did they 
to the S[jwmills? 
ao By sub'l·Tays 
bo Sent down chutes to water 
Co Oxen pulled them 
do By train 
Todayv in what TWO ways are 
ao Dray,ge~y tractor 
logs taken 
b.o Pulled by horses 
Co SwunF high overhead from tree 
ropes 
do. By airplane 
What carries the logs to the sawmills? 
ac Trucks or flatcars 
b.. Busses 
Co \>iagons 
d., Airplanes 
use to r-et the lop-s 
50 
50 
out of the forest? 
51 
to tree on 
51 
52 
53 o What name do we p:ive to manufacturing the lctg into lumber? 
a.. Logr.ing c~ ivlininp: 
bo . Millinp: do Fishing • .2.:;..3 ____ _;._ __ _ 
54o Where is the milling done? 
aQ In a factorp 
bo In a sawmill 
C o In a barn 
do On the wharf 
55o How is the work done in the sawmills? 
ao By rollers 
bo By machines 
c0 Children help do it 
d$ People do it by hand 
5o 
54 
55 
56 e. How do they get the lop:s int.o the mill? 
ao It is pulled up a lony, chute from the mill pondo 
bo Men drag it ino 
Co Oxen drag ib ino 
do It is carried on ropes over heado ~5_6 _________________ _ 
• 57., ~ihat happens as the log travels up the chute? 
• 
\'ihy 
aa Bark i s torn offo 
bo Water washes it cleano 
Co It i s paint~do 
do It is cut into boardse &5~7-----------------
is the log washed as it tr~vels up the 
aa So that dirt won 't clog 9 or dull~ bo So it will look niceo 
Co So it wo~' t roto 
d., So it will be lightero 
chute? 
the sawso 
59.. Which ].1!2 of the followinv. would go under milling? 
ao Logs are pulled up chutes from mill pondso 
bo The direction in which the tree shall f all is 
planned o 59 
Co The t ree falls to the ground o ~-----------------
do The logs are washedo ~5-9 ________________ _ 
bO" \vhich TWO of the following would go under lop:r: ing? 
a:--A big gash is cut on one side of the tree a 
bo The tree falls to the groundo 
Co The logs are washed. 
do Logs are pulled up chutes from the mill pond. 
60 
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consisted of the multiple-choice, simple recall, multiple 
re sponse, and sequence type of items. The material upon 
ich the test items were based was the same as that used for 
the study guides of Monday and Tuesday of that same week. 
'!he effectiveness of paired study as compared to individual 
study was measured from these te s ts. 
. .. Method of Study 
'lb.e purpose of "this experiment was an endea-v·or to dis-
cover the effectiveness of paired study in eanpa I'ison with 
individual study. '!he experiment was extended over four 
consecutive week s. Each week, Monday, Tuesday and Friday, 
the experimental group followed the same general procedure 
of using the study guides alone and in pairs (alt;ernating 
each day between the two clas ses), concluding with final 
testing. In other words, of the two classes, one acted as 
the experimental group and one the control group :, alternately ! 
on Monday and Tuesday. 
On Monday of each week, copies of the study guides were I 
distributed to the pupils of Class A, Which had been grouped 1
1 
at random into pairs. Directions were read and discus sed to 
the point where everyone had complete understanding. Follow -j 
ing this, one partner of the pair folded the study guide down 
the middle a nd proceeded to s eparate the answers by c utting 
along the dotted line. Ev~v.rone commenced to read lnd study 
at the same time. l]he children were instructed "l:;e> divide 'j 
the asking of the questions amongst themselves. As the study 
guides were divided into sections much like theil:o text, this 
~==-=ijf===-·--= 
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was easily done. 
At the conclusion, the teacher asked ~re", ~y", and 
"For what reason• type of' questions to induce cr1.tical think-
ing. Ulis was done only on the third and fourth week of' 
ellperimen t. 
On that same day, pupils of' Class B were is sued copies 
of' the same study guides and, in this instance, each pupil 
had his own copy. ib.e same general procedure was followed 
with one exception. ihe pupils were instructed t;o read am 
study their guides individually. 
On Tllesday of' each week, pupils of' Class B w·ere grouped 
into pairs and studied cooperatively, While Class A pupils 
studied individually. Again leading questions,tc1 induce 
critical thinking, followed study guide use. 
Tne sixty-item objective test was administered on 
Frt.day of each week. 'Jhe test instrument, being made up of 
more than one type ot test item, was divided intc1 parts which 
were preceded by ample directions. 'lhese directi.ons were 
clarified carefully. 
Eachweek each class worked at two study guides and one 
test, making a total of eight study guides and four tests for 
the four weeks. 'lhe time element for each lesson was ap-
proximately 45 minutes, Which is the usual social a tu.dies 
time allotment. Needless to say, many finished previous to 
th6 conclusion or that time. 
13 
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Table 1 shows the method of study, in briet, used during 
the scperimental period. 'lhis is the weekly organization of 
the two classes into experimental and control groups. 
Table 1. Plan of Experiment 
Day or .Material Class A Claas B 
Week (1) (2) (3) {l}) 
Monday . Study Guide Pairs Alone 
Tu.esday Study Guide !lone Pai :r.s 
Friday Test Individual Individual 
Study GuidJ!. Procedure.-- n>.e study guides were ad-
ministered during the regular social studies period of the 
school day. ib.e expe rimant was conducted tor a :period or 
I tour weeks with use or study guides on Monday and TUesday 
I or each week. A total of eight study guides were used. 
I 
,, 
n>.e experimental group consisted or the pupils from two 
fourth grade classrooms which will be called Class A. and 
the four vveek s. 
During t h e first t>tro i•Teeks of experiment, the study 
guid es we re issued and studied and the te s ts were administered 
with no enrichment before, during or after. It vras decided 11 
to include enrichment during the last two weeks of experiment. 
(See Tables 6 and 7) 
Aside from making certain that d irections were well 
understood, the tea cher rema ined in the b a ckground incon-
s p icuously, but alert to the activity g oing on. Observations 
were recorded during the lessons as to their -vwrth or deficinn-
cies. 
The novelty of using study guides and the act of vlorking 
in pairs served as motivators of interest and a ppea l. 
Paired Stu9:;y. --In order to determine vlhether the pupils 
lea rn a n d reta in more vrhen they s t udy a lone or in pairs, the 
c h ildren a ltern ately worked on the s a me ma t e ria l in p a irs 
and alone. The child ren were not paired according to intel-
lig enc e or ability; however, in the event tha t a c h ild of 
hig h intellig ence via s paired v.ri th a slmv lea rner, a chang e 
wa s ma de. After pairing , the$ tea cher scanned the g r oup to 
d etermine vlh ether t-vw child ren vl i th hig h and low intellignnces 
resp e c tively v.rere s e ated tog ether. Also she determined 
whether two children of v ery l ow ability were paired tog ether . 
In instances such as these, she re-paired them. 
of this po int-the t eacher was 
In summation 
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responsible for grouping , o,nly 1fuere . the. need . aros•B. 
On the second and fourth week of the ex:pe~iment, the 
children were allowed to choose _ the;r partners. .4gain, onl.Y 
in situations Where the need arose did the teacher intervene. 
'Jhese situations being so few make this point insignificant 
in the pairing. 
Immediately following the pairing of the gra~ps, a study 
guide was given to each of the pair~. After the answers were 
separated by cutting along the dotted line, directi0ns were 
clarified and the children began to study. Both members of 
the pair read the selections and then, alternately, asked 
I 
the questions of each other. 
Individual study.-- On Monday of each week the members 
of Class B studied alone the material on the same study 
guides that Class A studied in pairs. On TUesday, this situa-
tion was reversed. It is important to point out here that 
all members of the entire experimental group had the op-
portunity to be the experimental group and the control group. 
The study guides were distributed, one to ea.ch pupil. 
Each child folded his guide down the middle and separated 
the answers by cutting along the dotted lines. T.he directions 
were made more readily understandable and then each child was 
instructed to work on his study guide alone. In actuality, 
this meant that he would read the selections to himself and 
then study the questions. When he had completed reading the 
selections and studying the guide questions, he z•eviewed 
- - - -~=------=- -~ .......... ..__ __ _ 
them briefly. 
Testing Procedure.-- In order to measure the effective-
ness of paired study versus individual study in iihis fourth 
grade, a testing program was constructed to be administered 
at . the conclusion of each week's use of study gutdes. 
The weekly concluding testing program consisted of four 
tests, one being administered at the conclusion <>f each of 
the tour experimental weeks. The four testing selections 
consisted or approximately sixty items taken fra11 the text, 
"Your People and Minen, a s ocia.l studies text USE'd in this 
fourth grade. (See Sample Test on following pages). It 
must be noted that the material included in the tests was 
also included on the study guides of' that same week. 
The principal types of objective test items used in 
these tests included the .following= the recall 1t;ype,in 
which the child had to write the answer to a direct question; 
tb.e multiple-choice type, Which is made up of questions 
followed by three or four responses ,only one of 1rhieh 1 s 
correct or definitely better; the multiple-respollse type 
of test item which is made up of questions folla~red by tour 
or more responses, more than one of which is correct; and 
the rearrangement, or sequence type of item whereby the child 
was to arrange in correct order six or seven fac·tual happen-
ings. Precautions were taken to restate and rea:rrange the 
questions so that they would not be the same as 1hose on the 
study guide. '!his was another check on Whether 'tihere was 
17 
understanding. Ample directions were given preceding each 
; 
different aectionsof the test. 
In order to measure the effectiveness of' working in pairs 
or alone, the teat was divided at its midpoint, the first 
half of' the items being takan from the pages of' the text 
Which were covered on Monday's study guide and tb.e last half' 
ot the items taken from the pages covered on Tuesday's stu~ 
guide. To elaborate further, on a sixty item test, Class ! 
had studied the material for the first thirty items in pairs, 
While Class B had studied the same material alone. In turn, 
Class B had studied the material for the lest thirty items 
in pairs, while Class A studied that alone. 
By doing this, tabulations were easily made of paired 
study and indi v id ua 1 s tudy. 
Method or Conducting the Testing Program.-- 'lhe tests 
ware administered by the classroom teacher. These tests 
were administered on Friday of each experimental week during 
the regular soci'al studies period. The general ]~rocedure 
for administering this test was as follows: 
1. Each child was handed a test booklet on which he 
signed his name and date • 
2. The directions were read carefully and clarified so 
no child had any doubt as to What be was to do. 
3• Each child began on the signal of "go". 
4• Any (Jlestions which arose during the test were 
answered by the teacher, provided they did not pertai 1 
18 
to the answer .of a test item. 
5 .All test booklets were collected at once When the teacher 
was sure that moat children were through and extra time 
for the others would. be to no avail. 
scorin&·-- 'lhe tests were scored by marking the number 
right and wrong. As the test was divided into items from 
material studied in pairs and items from material studied 
alone, tabulations ware easily made by eoWlting the number 
right in pairs and alone. Following this, distributions of 
raw scores were made and the date analyzed. (See Section 4, 
Analysis of Data). 
3· Population of the Study 
Background of the Populat1oa.-- 'lhe maximum number ot 
pupils in this experimental group was 65, While tihe minimum 
number was 57. ihe population in this study was taken from 
two fourth grades in the West Wing Elementary School in 
the town of Abington, Massachusetts. ihe tcmn, small and 
residential, has a poplilation of 10,000 people who would 
probably be classed in the middle of the a ocie-ec~onomic seale. 
'lhe children are of approximately equal soc io•economie back-
grounds. 
1 
Distribution of the I·i·-- A frequency ' distribution of 
the Intelligence Quotients and Mental Ages as determined by 
the Lorge-~orndike Intelligence Test of the Children in-
volved in the study, is given in Tables 2 and 3• 
Table 2. Prequeney Distribution of 
Intelligence ~uotients of the 
Fourth Grade Population of the 
Study 
Intelligence Quotient 
(1) 
130-135 • • • • • • 
125-129 • • • • • • 
120-124 •••••• 
115-119.· • • • • • • 
110-114 •••••• 
ig6:ig~ : : : : : : 
§6:§4 : : : : : : 
~6=~~ : : : : : : 
+6=t~ : : : : : : 
Prequ.ency 
(2) 
1 
2 
4. 
2 
5 
13 
7 
~ 
3 
1 
4. 
1 
~e mean I.q. tor U:lis group was 102.5 and the a tandard 
deviation was 13•7• '!he number of I.Q. 'a included in this 
table was 54• 
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!fable 3 • Frequency Distribution ·or the 
Jrtental · Ages of' the Fourth Grad,e 
Population. 
Mental Age (Months) Frequency 
(1) (2) 
136-140 • • • • • • • 4 
131-135 • • • • • • • 4 
126-130 • • • • • • • 4 
121-125 • • • • • • • 5 
116-120 • • • • • • • 10 
111-115 • • • • • • • 9 
106-110 • • • • • • • 5 
101-105 • • • • • • • 3 
96-100 • • • • • • • 3 
91-95 • • • • • • • 2 
86-90 • • • • • • • 3 
81-85 • • • • • • • 1 
76-Bo • • • • • • • 1 
II 
I 
'lhe mean of'the Mental Ages of' this group is 114.11 months • '-
and the standard deviation is ~.6 months. T.ne number of 
Mental Aaes included in this table was 54• 
4. Analysis of Data 
Bef'ore test scores or other quantitative da1;a ean be 
comprehended and interpreted, it usually is necesu~ary to 
summarize them. It was the purpose of this study to dis-
cover the effectiveness of' paired study as compared to 1nd1v1-.. . . I 
dual study in fourth grade social studies. ihe elate will 
be analyzed f'or the following purposes: 
1. To find if there is more retention when pupils study 
in pa~s. _ 
2. To f!ni if there is more retention When pu];>ils study 
alone. 
3• To find if there is more retention When an enrichment 
program follows study when pupils study in pairs. 
4. To find if there is more retention When an e)lriehment 
program follows study when a pupil studies alone. 
5 • To indicate the attitude of the pupils toward paired 
study and individual study. 
6. To indicate informal teacher observations. 
Achievement of E-Upil.a Working Alone and in ]?airs.-- '.lhe 
follcming tables are eanparisons of the aehievemt~Dt of pupils 
working in pairs and alone. 1hese results were 1:>btained from 
the weekly tests which were given on Friday of each experi-
mental week. 4lso included are two tables canpa:ring the 
results when working in pairs and alone with enrichment fol-
lowing study and with no enrichment following study. 
Group N. 
{ll ,~ 1 
Pairs 64 
!lone 64 
Table 4• First Week ;.. !_chievement ot 
Pupils Working 4lone and in 
Pairs. 
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S .E. 
}1. M. Dirr. 
131 (!j] {51 {bl l:zl 
15·9 5·6 ·70 
.6 
·94 16.8 4-8 .6o 
c.R. 
{81 
.64 
122 l·= 
II 
During the second week of study guide use in peirs and 
individually, these results were obtained from the testing. 
Table 5 shows the mean score of those working in pairs to 
18.9 compared to 18.4 for those working alone. ~he difference ! 
between the means of •5 was in favor of those working in pairs. 
Again, however, the critical ratio of .42 shows this differ-
ence to be insignificant statistically. 
Group N. 
'll ~~ l 
Pairs 58 
.A,lone 58 
Table 5. second Week - .Aehiavement of 
Pupils Working Alone and ln 
Pairs. 
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. s .. E. 
M. M. Di ff. 
13l Uil {sl {l>l :rz1 
18.9 6.1 .so 
18.4 6.7 .88 ·5 
1.19 
Ol .R. 
{8l 
·42 
2 
,, 
.After t.he third w~ek of _ study guide us~, the children 
were again tested for results. "Table 6 compares the results 
o:f' those working in pairs with those working alone. '!he 
mean score for those working in pairs was 22.4 as compared 
to 20.4 for those working alone. '!he difference between the 
means of 2.0 was in favor of those working in pairs. '!here 
is a slightly higher critical ratio during the third week. 
However, this is still statistically insignificant. 
Group 
lli 
Pairs 
Alone 
Table 6. ~ird Week - .4.chievement of 
Pupils Working !lone and in 
Pairs. 
N. Mean S.D. s.E. Diff. 
M. M. 
~~ l 131 141 [sl 121 
57 22.4 6.1 .so 2.0 
57 20.4 6.9 ·91 
s.E. c.R. 
Diff. 
]:zl 181 
1.21 1.7 
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After the fourth and final week of grouping in pairs and 
working alone on study guides, the following resultsw ere 
obtained from the final test. Table 7 shows the mean score 
of those studying alone to be 23.6 while those studying in 
pairs had a mean score or 22.9. The mean difference was •7 
in favor of those working alon~. !gain, a critical ratio or 
•74 shows . this difference to be a ta tistically insignificant. 
Group N. 
{1} {2) 
Pairs 65 
·Alone 65 
Table 7. Fourth Week - .A.ehievement of 
Pupils Working .!\lone and in 
Pairs 
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. 3.E. 
M. M. Diff. 
(3} ail {5} 'b} tzl 
22.9 5·4 .66 
23.6 .68 ·7 ·95 5·5 
c.R. 
lS l 
·74 
At the offset of this study it was planned to exclude 
enrichment of any kind. For the initial two weeks or this 
study the children were introduced to the material, given 
their study guides to study in pairs or alone, and finally 
tested as to effectiveness. 'l.he.re was no critical thinking 
whatsoever. After the first two weeks of experiment, en-
richment was included before issuing the study guides and 
after the study guides were collected previous to testing. 
'!his was in the .form or questions whieh would help the 
children tie together and give meaning to the factual data 
of the study guides. ~is system of critical thinking gives 
meaning and significance to the data studied. 
'!he following tables compare the results of the tests 
with no enrichment, to the results of the tests with enrich-
ment. Table 8 ccmpares the results of the first week's test 
with no enrichment after atucly, to the fourth week's test with 
Group N. Mean S.D. s.E. Diff. S.E. o.R. 
M. M. Diff. 
ll] ~~ l 131 Hibl '51 [l:i~ tzl '8l 
Alone 64 16,8 4.8 .6o 
(no enrichment) 6.8 
·91 7·5 
•lone 65 23.6 5·5 .68 ('enrichment 
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Table 9 compares the results of the first week's test, 
with no enrichment after study,to the fourth weeil:'s test 
with enrichment after study for those who studiec: in pairs. 
The mean score of those working in pairs with enrichment 
after study was 22.9 as compared to 15.9 for pupils who 
studied in pairs with no enrichment after study. The differ-
ence of 7.0 between the two , means was in favor of those 
working in pairs followed by enrichment. '!he critical ratio 
of 7•3 shows this difference to be signi.fieant statistically. 
Group N. 
111 l2l 
Pairs 64 
Table 9. Achievement of Pupils 
Wo :ricing in Pairs with 
Enrichment and without 
Enrichment 
Mean s.E. s.E. Diff. 
M. M. 
l3l Hil '51 llil 
5·6 ·70 15·9 (no enrichment) 
Pairs 65 5·4 .66 
7·0 22.9 
(enrichment) 
S.E. c.R. 
Diff. 
l7.l ~Bl 
.g6 7·3 
Pupils' Evaluation of Methods and Materials .. -- Rle 
intent of this study was to measure the effectiveness of 
paired study as ecmpared to in1ividual study. 'lhrough the 
use of study guides and test tools, results were obtained 
on the performance of the children. However, an instrument 
~~t=~==~~====~====~==============~========~ 2 __ 8 --
had to be used to measure pupil attitude toward and interest 
in working in pairs or alone. 
guestionnaire.-- At the end of the experiment, a 
questionnaire,covering a miscellaneous a s sortment of items, 
was distributed and answered by the pupils. 1hro,ugh this 
questionnaire, evaluations of tecbni~ues and procedures were 
made and some insight as to improvements, variations and 
changes was obtained. 
Table 10 tabulates their preferences in percentages. 'lhe 
result s shown in this table indicate that not only do the 
children prefer paired study, but that they are aware of the 
benefits of this type of study. 
Table 10. Pupil questionnaire 
Did you like - Total !( 
: ( 1) {2); C3 > 
1. using the Study Guides? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 55 88.7 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 11.3 
2. studying with a partner rather than alone? 
xes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 14.7 7,.8 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15 2 .2 
3· discussing it With the teacher after you finished reading? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 51 82.3 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 17·7 
l 
l 
II 
School 
-----~ -----------· .. -----·- · 
rut r'ye s ., or "no rt in f ront of ca c11 ques t inn: 
Dicl ;zou lj.~~ 
1. usinc the ; tucly c u i(le s ? 
2 . studjd .nc ·:,·i t ll a par tner ra thor than al.one? 
3 - discus sing l t "'..Ji th tJ..1e teacher after you finisllecl reading? 
4 ~ a ski ne each other ques t ions? 
5o choos i nG your m-;n .Dartner? 
Did :v:oq thinlc: 
6 ,, you learned nore o tudyinc Hi tl1 n partner? 
7 "' you l e:_-:: rned easier and quicl{er t·:i th a partner? 
8 .. you le~u·ned QOre when you vrro te the anSi:;ers? 
9 . the 3 ·t uc1y GuJ.des helJ)ed you r0member the ir1_nortont r.mter i a l s ? 
" t he :Ji:;udy Guides vrere easy to understand? 
11. t he t eacher's directionsvJere easy to understand':' 
12 ~ -the 11oisa bothered you \·lhen you v1ere studying toc;ether? 
13o it helped to discuss it as a class? 
1h" you 1:muJ.d l i ke to uo:rl;: toc;ether nore often? 
15.. Is t here anything you rlicl not like abou·t -r;orldnr, t;ogcth er? 
(If yes ~ tel l why) 
-~-----~--~·------· 
-----------------~-
Is t here anythinG you d.ld not llke about workinc alone? 
{If ye r:: , t ell ·uhy) 
-------------------------- ·--------------------·----------
l? . _ Is there any t hing you clic1 not like a bout the Dt t:!.d.~.r GuJ.ues? 
(J.f yes> t;el1 l.vhy) 
.._. __ ,,._, _____ __.._...,~----·-··-·-·--·-.... ---··------*-----
---·--·---------·~-~-------- --
13.. ~-:l1.a t did ;y-ou enjoy mos·b a bou t t!1e les s ons clurJ.nc; t l1e l)8St fo ur ·necks ? 
--··--·-------------=·· .. --------...WI;>tQo-.. ~ _U!o .. ,.---.. ---~ 
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Table 10. (Cont.) 
' I Did you like - Total 
{1) (gf 
I ~­
II 
asking each other questions? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
NO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
55 
7 
II 
5• choosing your ORn partner-? 
Yes • •· • • • • • • • • • • •• 61 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Did you think -
6. you learned more studying with a partner? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
you learned easier and quicker with · a partner? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 49 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 13 
8. you learned more When you wrote the answers? 
(not included) 
9· the Study Guides helped you remember the 
important material? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
lO.the Study Guides were easy to understand? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ll.the teacher's directions were easy to understand? 
$ 
{3) 
88.7 
11.3 
98~~ 1. 
7910 
21.0 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 59 95 . • 2 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 4•8 
12.the noise 
together? 
Yes 
No 
bothered you when you were studying 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
-=-=-
~==~========~==============~======================~~o~=== 
Table 10. ('Cont.) 
Did you tl!ltnk- Total 
_: __ ,:L..=l::.L..>-- --,---- ·- - - -----c1.."::2.I'-'- - - n )-
13· it helped to discuss it as a class? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 57 
NO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
14· you would like to work together more often? Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.7 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 15 . 
15. Is there anything you did not like about 
working together? 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 17 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45 
16. Is there anything you did not like about 
working alone? · · 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 30 
17. Is there anything you did not like about 
study Guides? ' ' ' ' . 
Yes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
No • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 57 
91·9 8.1 
74•8 2 .2 
8.1 
91·9 
Analysis of Pupil Questionnaire.-- The following results 
of pupil attitude and interest was revealed from the question-
naire. Such items as lesson preferences, likes and dislikes, 
as well as the social element were shown. 
1. It was noted that the percentage of pupils Which 
did not like using the study guides consisted of..# 
slow learners, for the most part. 
1 
2.Question 2 fm.md that over 75% of the children p referred 
Vlorl{ing Hi th a partner. Those ·vv-ho d id not enjoy v1orking 
' 
with a partner were a lso those who received no pleasure 
from using the study guides. In relation to this, 
the highest percentag e shown from the questi onnaire vms 
for those p r eferring to choose their own partner . 
3.0ver 75% of the children felt tha t paired s tudy insured 
the ir learning more and in an easier and qui cker f a shion!. 
I 
4.In this section .of the study, the experimenta l g roup I 
I 
did not experiment wi th vrri ting the answers to t he II 
questions on the study gu i de . Th erefore, que s tion 8 
was omitted for this g r ou p . 
5.It was noted that a seemi n g l y hisher percent~;e ~f 
c h ildren ~ere d i s turbed by the noi se when studying 
in pairs. However, it i s apparent th2t thi s shoul d 
be their initia l exue rience with . . E 0 , ;::, 2.n ce it 'di:LS 
t~i s type or s tu~y . 
6 /rn spite of the f a ct tha t the results of this study 
1.vere sta tistic a lly insignificant, the f a ct, tha t over 
75% of the pu p ils v1ould like to vr ork in pairs more 
often, is strong ly in favor of paired study . It would 
seem t ha t in such instances appeal would yield some 
benefits. 
---=--=-----
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7• The following comments were noted in regard to questio 
15 Which asked if there was anything they did not like 
about working together. These points of dislike were 
from the 24% which answered "yes", and appeared three 
or more times~ 
0 1he persons in front bothered me." 
aThere were too many disagreements.• 
"The partners I had were in a hurry.• 
"sometimes my partner was smarter th.an I. 11 
"There was too much noise." 
8. Question 16 asked if there was anything they did not 
like about woming alone. Over 51% answered "yes", 
While 48% answered "no". 'lhe following are a few of 
I 
the children' a comments, appearing four or more times, II 
as to what they did not like~ 
" f n It was not un. 
"I didn't learn as much and it was boring." 
8 It was hard to judge it you were right or wrong. 
"When you are alone you let yourself cheat." 
"You couldn't check with anyone." 
g. Question 17 asked if there was anything they did not 
like abou. t the study guides. The f'ollow:Lng were the 
comments of the 8.1% of the children Who had a dislike ! 
These comments appeared two or more times: 
"sometimes I pullea out the wrong answer. n 
"It would be better if they came already cut." 
-~---
==;;jf====--
10. The last question,which asked what they enjoyed most 
about the lessons or the previous four weeks, brought 
the following comments which appeared more than five 
times~ 
"The tests and working together." 
"I liked best the study guiaes with the answers .nl 
nit was a lot or fun. 11 
•I liked everything." 
" u I got better marks and was glad. 
•1 think I learned more than before because I do 1 
not like social studies very much, but now I do Jn 
Teacher's Observations.-- The teacher should observe 
closely and frequently the pupil's perfcrmances in study and 
testing. T.nrough such observations, many important items ot 
I 
information can be gathered such as deficiencies and achieve-
l menta, which can not all be shown through testing. 
1 ~e observations of this study were entirely objective. 
By supplementing these observations with rel ative information 
from the questionnaire, the following items of interest have 
been compiled. 
It was noticed by the observer that the children greatly 
enjoyed the use or the study guides and working in pairs. It 
appeared that this type or study kept them vigorously at work 
with a great deal or added interest. One point of illustra-
tion is the sitting position of the children when working 
II 
3_3- __;,;_,.:= 
with a partner. When wcrking alone, many of the children 
slouched or straddled their chairs. When working with a 
partner, they sat in a good position, full · 'af vigor and life. 
(Photographs on the following page.) 
..Another po 'mt of interest noticed by the observer was 
the way in which the pupils attacked unfamiliar words, because ! 
it was so important for comprehension of that sentence or 
question. ~e teacher's assistance was needed here. 
It was also noticed that the slow learners were finishing 
much too quickly when working a lone. '!his would lead to the 
assumption that they were not studying carefully but were 
looking at the answer column before they had thoJ:ooughly read 
the material and tried _ to answer the question independently. 
The chil?ren attacked the weekly tests with great anti-
cipation. Tney seemed anxious to see how many they could 
answer correctly. 
In conclusion, it must be poi~ted out that 'they enjoyed 
tremendously having the opp<r tunity ot working with another 
child toward a similar goal. 
WORKING ALONE !QRKING IN PAIRS 
WORKING ALON~ WORKING IN PAIR~ 
----------------------.......... .... 
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CHA.PTER III 
Margaret McElroy 
EFFECTIVENESS OF PAIRED STUDY VERSUS INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
IN FOUR'IH GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES 
1. Statement of the Problem 
It is the intent of this study to discover the effective-
ness of paired study versus individual study in Grade 4B 
social studies. fhe data Will be analyzed for the following 
purposes: 
1. To find out if there is more retention When pupils 
study in pairs. 
2. TO find out if there is more retention When pupils 
study alone. 
3• To find out if there is more retention when an enrich- ~ 
ment program follows the pupils studying in pairs. 
4· To find out it there is more retention when an enrich-
ment program follows pupils studying alone. I 5• To correlate, using the total population of the study, I 
the Intelligence ~uotients of each individual with 
his average score on two weekly testa. 
6. To indicate the attitudes of the pupils toward paired 
study in terms of the a.llowing criteria: 
a. Whether pupils liked working together. 
b. Whether pupil~ . liked working alone. 
e. Whether pupils liked discussing the material 
covered on the study guides with the teacher 
and class. 
d. Whether the pupils liked discussing the material! 
with their partners. I 
e. Whether the pupils thought using the study guid-
es helped in remembering important taets. 
f. Whether the pupils understood the directions 
of the study guides and the teacher. 
g. Whether pupils thought the noise was bother-
some. 
h. Wb.a t the pupils liked about studying in pa irs • 
i. Wb.a t the pupils d.i s liked about s tudying in 
pairs. 
7• To indicate informal teacher observations. 
2. Plan of the Experiment 
Description of the Katerials.--Textbooks.-- ~e reading 
material tor this study came from two fourth grade social 
studies books. The material used for the first three weeks 
I 
II 
of the study was taken from Silver Burdett Company's ~"Our Big ,, 
' .!1 \World". ~e material used for study during the last week of 
the study was taken from the Iroquois'~ 0 People of Other 
Jl· Har l an H. BarroirJs , Edith P . Parker and Clarenc e 1·i. Sorens on , ll 
Our Big World, Silver Bu r d ett Compan y , New Yo rk , 1946, ]:lp . 25-4?9 
-v 
Lends". 1\le former, being the ·oasic text of' ·.~ the particular 
group being used; the latter, being a supplementary t$Xt f'or 
the a arne group. 
Study Guides.-- Study guides were constructed Which 
-
pointed out the important fa eta covered in the reading mater-
ial. ~eae guides were made up of' a aeries of' questions with 
attached answers. The questions were divided under the sub-
jeet headings given in the text. These questions demanded 
single word or phrase answers. Tne study guide page is set 
up in such a way that the answers are to the right of each 
question. ~e answer portion of' the page was treated in two 
ways. ~a answers were concealed in some manner. On three 
groups of' study guides, the answers were folded back and cut 
individually. On one group of' study guides, the answer portion 
of the paper was retained by the teacher while the children 
wrote the answers. Aa each study guide page was finished, 
the children were given the answer portion with Which to check 
their answers. 
fasts.-- An objective test was prepared to check the 
materia 1 covered by the study guides. 1b.is comprehensive 
check was in reality two tests combined and presented to tne 
children in the form of' one test. One section of' the test 
checked the material covered in pairs and the other section 
checked the material covered individually. 
gj G.R.Bbdley, PeQ£le of Other Lands, IToquois Publishing 
Gompany, Ne\•r York, 1947, PP-.25-27 
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·1. Method of Study 
Study Guide Procedure.-- In order to make a comparison 
of two manners of study, it was necessary to use the fol-
lowing procedure. l'Ro groups of children were involved, both 
. I 
using the same study guides. The children used the study 
guides on Monday and Tuesday of each week and were tested on 
the material covered, on Friday of the same week. The mat-
erial covered on Monday's study guide was used in pairs in 
one group at the same time this study guide was being used 
individually by the other group. On TUesday, this plan was 
reversed, the paired group of Monday becaning nan the a lones 
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of TUesday and tbe alones of Monday becoming the Tuesday pairs. 
Paired Study.-- Each group was involved once each week I 
i .n paired study. The children used. the study guides with the 
social studies text While working in pairs. The teacher set 
the group_ up into pairs. She took these factors into con-
sideration - (1) children prefer working with a p9.rtner they 
like, and (2) children prefer working with a partner of the 
same sex. In some oases, where an odd number at children 
were present, a group of three would be formed.. No effort 
was made by the teacher to create a paired pattern. Each 
child had a variety of partners. 
'nle children were directed to read the material under 
each subject heading, silently. When both were f'inished, 
they would take turns reading the questions. As each 
question was read, it would be discussed until the best 
a.nswer was decided upon. '!hey were instructed to refer to 
the text. '!he children were also instructed to check each 
answer immediately if they were not writing them. Each child 
worked with a partner. 
Individual Study.-- Children used the same study guide 
as the paired group. They were also instructed to read the 
material under each subject heading, silently, and when they 
had finished, do the corresponding study guide queations. 
After the child decided upon an answer, he was instructed to 
check it unless the answer was to be written. 'lhe whole 
study guide was completed in this manner. Each child worked 
individually. 
Testing Procedure.-- ihe tests were given to the child-
ren on Friday of each week of the study. Each test consisted 
or sixty questions on the material covered on Monday and 
Tuesday. These tests were constructed in a particular way 
in order to form a basis for the comparisons made in this 
study. The test given to the children on Friday was, in 
reality, a combination of two separate tests. Each question 
was keyed; 61ther it was an item that tested Monday's 
ma.terial or an i tern that tested Tuesday's material, assuming 
the study guides and the material to be or equal difficulty. 
When the test was scored, two results were received ~Dr each 
child for that week. One score was considered to be the 
individual 'a achievement when he worked alone and the other 
score would be the individual 'a achievement when he worked 
I 4o 
with a partner. T.hree types of items were used throughout the 
series of tests • .A. map question was included in each test. 
~e three types of items used were - multiple choice, 
completion and matching. 
3 • Population of the 3 tudy 
Background of the Population.-- SiXty children were 
involved in the study at various times over the four week 
period. ~bsenteeism caused the actual working number used 
each week · to be somewhat lower. The highest number involved 
was fifty-four cases and the lowest number was forty-seven 
cases. Tne children participating in the study were all 
attending the South dchool in Hingham, Massachusetts. The 
population might be said to c orne from a fairly high socio-
economic level. All the children were in grade four -
thirty in each of the two class groups used. Tnere were 
thirty-four female children and twenty-siX mate children. 
l+l_ 
Distribution of ·t,,the I.Q..-- 1he I.Q. 's of the children, 
as of October 1st of the year immediately preceding this 
ranged from a high of 146 to a low of 81. Tne measuring 
instrument used was the California Test of Mental Maturity, 
Intermediate Forms. 'lhe total I.Q. score was used. 
Table 11. Frequency Distribution of 
Intelligence Quotients of 
the Fourth Grade Population 
of the Study 
Intelligence Quotient 
( 1) 
144-146 
141-143 
138-llj.O 
135-137 
132-134 
129-131 
12b-l28 
123-125 
120-122 
llj-119 
ll4-11b 
111-113 
108-110 
105-107 
102-104 
§~:~gl 
93-95 
~~=~~ 
84-86 
81-83 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
Frequency 
(2) 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
6 
2 
4. 
fr ~ 
z 
4 
~ 
2 
0 
0 
1 
Mean - 111.75 
Number of r.Q. 's -
Standard Deviation - 11.92 
6o 
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Distribution ot the Mental Ages.-- The mental ages ot 
these children was computed as of October 1st, using the 
California Test of Mental Maturity given at that time. Mental 
ag es ranged from a high of 15~ months to a low of 101 months 
or from a high of 12.10 years to a low of 8.5 years. 
Table 12. Frequency Distribution of the 
Mental Ages of the Fourth Grade 
Population. 
Ken:tal · Age->{Months) 
(1) 
154-152 • • • • • • • • • • 
llt.9-151 • • • • • • • • • • 
14~-~ • • • • • • • • • • 
143-w.,~ . . . . . . . . . . llio- . • • • • • • • • • 
i~K:i~~ : : : : : : : : : : 
131-133 • • • • • • • • • • 
128-130 • • • • • • • • • • 
125-127 • • • • • • • • • • 
122-124. • • • • • • • • • • 
119-121 • • • • • • • • • • 
llb-118 • • • • • • • • • • 
113-115 •••••••••• 
110-112 • • • • • • • • • • 
107-109 • • • • • • • • • • 
10l.i.-10b • • • • • • • • • • 
101-103 • • • • • • • • • • 
Frequency 
(2) 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
4 4 
~ 
3 
9 
3 
7 
1 
2 
2 
Mean - 124.45 months or 10 yr, 4 months 
Standard Deviation - 12•77months Number ot Mental Ages 
included - 6o • 
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4• Anal7111 of .Data 
~e data is to be analyzed for the following purposes! 
1. To find out if there is more retention When 
pupils study in pairs. 
2. To find out if there is more retention when 
pupils study a lone • 
3• To find out if there is more retention when an 
enrichment program follows the pupils' study 
in pairs. 
4. To find if there is more retention when enrich-
ment follows pupils' study alone. 
5• To indicate the attitudes of the pupils toward 
paired study in terms of the following criteria -
a. Whether pupils liked working together. 
b. Whether pupils liked working a lone. 
c. Whether pupils liked discussing the 
material covered on the study guides with 
the teacher and the class. 
d. Whether the pupils liked discussing the 
materials with their partners. 
e. Whether the pupils thought using the study 
guides helped in remembering important 
facts. 
r. Whether the pupils understood the direc-
tions of the study guides and the teacher. 
g. Whether the pupils thought the noise was 
j . 
bothersome • 
h. What the pupils liked about studying in 
pairs. 
i. What the pupils disliked about studying in 
pairs. 
6. To indie:ate informal teacher observations. 
Group N. 
=r11 l2l 
Pairs 54 
Alone a 54 
Table 13. First Week - Achievement of 
Pupils Working Alone and in 
Pairs. 
Mean "S.D. S.E. Diff. s.E. 
M. M. Diff. 
~3} Uij] ls 1 {b} l:zl 
22.43 4-32 ·588 
23.02 3·83 ·521 ·59 ·785 
:O.R. 
l9l 
·75 
ihis table shows the results of the initial week. No 
enrichment was given. Examination of the means shows a •59 
difference 1n favor of the alones, with a critical ratio 
of •77• 
Group N. 
(1) (2) 
Pairs 51 
Alones 51 
Table 14. Second Week - Achievement 
ot Pupils Working Alone and 
in Pairs. 
Mean S.D. S.E. Dirt. s.E. 
•• M. Diff. (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
22.05 4-92 .689 . 
22.48 4-50 .630 ·43 ·934. 
c.R • 
(8) 
-46 
~is table shows the results of the study carried on 
during the second week. No enricbm·ent was given. The metia 
shoW a difference ot .43, with a critical ratio of .46 in 
favor of the alones. 
Group 
'll 
Pairs 
Alones 
~is 
N. 
{2l 
52 
52 
Table 15. 1hird Week - Achievement ot 
Pupils Working Al~ne and 
in Pairs 
Mean S.D. s.E. Diff. S.E. 
M. ld. Dif'f'. 
l3l lil 151 [Sl tzl 
24.o4 3·74 ·518 
24.32 3·98 
.19 
·757 
·552 
table ShOWS the results of the third week ot 
study. During this week, two different aspects ot the 
c.R. 
IBl 
.25 
the 
study' 
were introducea, the answe~ were written and the material 
enriched through class discussion. Tne means were 2.00 
higher than the means of tho previous two weeks study. 
There was a .19 difference between the means in favor of the 
alones with a critical ratio of .25. 
Group H. 
{1) (2) 
Peirs 47 
A,lones 1+7 
Table 16. Fourth Week - Achievement 
of PUpils Working A,1one and 
in Pairs 
Mean S.D. s.E. Diff S.E~ 
M. If. Diff. 
C3 > (4) (5) (6) (?) 
20.27 5·52 .805 
1.20 1.09 
19.07 5-08 ·7l+o 
C.R. 
(8) 
1.1 
This last week or the study concerned the ema11est 
number or children. Enrichment was given through discussion. 
Tb.e mean or the pairs showed a difference in their f'avor of' 
1.20 with a critical ratio of' 1.~. 
~====~F=======~~-=-=-=-====-=-~=-~-=-=-===~=-============================~======= 
Group N. 
[ll ~~ l 
Pairs I 54 
Pairs III 52 
--- ~~ -
Table 17. Showing the Effect of 
Enrichment on Pupils 
Studying in Pairs Through 
Mean 
l3l 
22.43 
24.04 
a Comparison of the Results 
of the First Week and the 
lhird Week 
S.D. S.E. Diff S.E. 
:M. :M. Diff. ly;l ls ~ {bl IIl 
4-32 ·588 1.61 
·784 
3·74 ·518 
c.R. 
: (8 ~ 
1.9 
!his table shows a critical ratio of 1.9 in favor of the 
enriched paired study. !ne means exhibit a 1.61 difference 
favoring the enriched pairs. 
Group N. 
lll {~} 
.Alones I 54 
A, lames III 52 
Table 18. Showing the Effect of 
Enrichment on Pupils 
Studying Individually 
'lhrough a ccmpa rison of 
the Results of the First 
Week and the Third Week 
Mean S.D. S.E. Diff. S.E. 
•• M. Diff. . l3l U:~:l Is ~ · {bl:: tzl 
23.02 3·83 ·521 
24.32 3·98 ·552 
1.30 
·759 
C.R. 
{8 ~ 
1.7 
1be mean or the third week of an individual study showed 
a 1.30 difference in favor of the enriched plan of study. 
The critical ratio is 1.7. 
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Questionnaire.-- •t the conclusion of the four-week 
study, a questionnaire was presented to the children and their 
individual reactions to the total study were collected and 
totaled. T.ne seventeen questions answered reflected their 
sttitudes toward several aspects of the entire study. 
Table 19. Pupil Questionnaire 
questions Total ~ 
Yes 
. (1) (2) (3) 
1. Did you like using the study guides? 56 98% 
2. Did you like studying with a partner 
rather than alQne? ~ 82 
3.· Did you like discussing it with the 
teacher after you finished reading? 45 79 
4• Did you like asking each other questions? 43 75 
5• Do you think you learned more studying 
with a partner? 41 72 
6. Do you think you learned easier and 
quicker with a partner? 4o 70 
7• Do you think you learned more When you 
wrote the answer? 33 58 
8 • Do you think the s tudy guides helped 
you remember important material? 54 95 
9· Do you think the study guides were easy 
to understand? 51 89 
10. Do you think the teacher's directions 
were easy to understand. 56 98 
11. Do you think the noise bothered you 
when you were studying together? 7 22 
~3clwol 
..,__._...,.._...._._~-------~-.. -·------~-
.. ~-----~---- ----·-
1.-i d ;rm:.t 1 • ke : 
---- I-
1. usinc the J ~udy c~id~s? 
2 . studylnc ·::i th a _partner rather t.han alone'? 
J, discussing i t ','Jitl1 the teacher after you f:i.nishecl roao.ing? 
!{··~ _ flsldng each other questions? 
5" choosinc your mm .rartner'? 
-
'li a.· vo Ll '-I11 nl'" • ~. ~\. .. lJ ._ ..... 1:..:.. 
6 <• __ you. learned !'.lore s tudylnc with a partner? 
7 
8 
0 
you le.:_u•ned easier and quiclmr 't'Ji th a partner ? 
you learned Dore l'J'hen you wrote the ansvmrs? 
the :3tucly Gul.des helped ~rem remember the i_q_portant rm t erials? 
the Study Guides uere oasy to understand? 
11.. the teacher's direc'i:ilons v1ere easy to unders t and? 
12.- the noise bothered you r1hen you r;er'e studying tol~eth <:Jr? 
13· 
16. 
--
it helped to discuss it as a class? 
you \'Jou1d like to ~ ·;o:rl;: toc:ether no1 .. e often? 
Is there anything you did not like about ·r:orldnc; toce ther? 
- (If yes, tell why) 
I s there anythinc you <J.id not lilce about; wor•lcinc a lone? 
( If ~re r.::, tell i'lhy) 
----------------------------·--------------------·-------
------~----·-----------~-~---------------"·------------------------
17 .. --· Is t...~ere anythinc; you clicl no ·G l ike abottt the Study Guides? (If yes, tell i.ovhy) 
---·- ·-------·· ---·---··-~·---------·--· -----
--------·----··-·--·---
-........... 
18., ·::h8 t did you enjoy r:1ost a bou.t the lessons dt:u ... J.!.le; the pss t :four -:. reeks '? 
---......,..--·--~-----------~-
--=-- ~ 50 
Table 19. (Cont.) 
questions 
( 1) 
12. Do you think it helped to discuss 
it as a c lass? 
13. Do you think you would like to 
work toge~her more often'? 
l4. Is there anything you did not like 
about working together? 
(if yes, tell why) 
Total % Yes 
{2) (3) 
49 86 
45 79 
10 18 
Some of the negative remarks the children made about 
working together were: I do not like working together 
because one person could read faa ter than the other 
person; You can think better alone; I went too slaw 
alone; I think I can do it quicker when I do .it alone; 
noise and commotion of partners disturb me; 'lhey kept 
on telling me it was wrong when it was really right. 
15. Is there anything you did not like about 
working a lone? (if yea, tell why) 21 
Some of the specific r~marks the children made 
about working alone were: I think I learn more 
when s cmeone helps me; I could not dis cuss it 
with my partner; you could not discuss your 
work With anyone; I went too slow alone; it seems 
a little bit harder than working toge~er; I 
do not like to work alone because I like to 
have a partner; you could not discuss the 
problems; I think its better working together 
because you can find better things together 
and get better marks. 
' 
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16. Is there anything you did not like about the 
study guides ·? (if yes, tell 'Why) 2 4 
17. What did you enjoy most about the les aons 
during the past four weeks1 
-===---- ---
In answer to 17, every child responded • . '!here was a 
great deal of variety in the comments recorded. A very 
general tally shows the more repeated comments to bes 
No. mentioning 
I liked working in partners 16 
It was fun 
You learn more in partners 
It w,as interesting 
Liked the study guides 
I liked to work a lone 
Liked writing the answers 
Liked the test. 
Liked finding the answers 
5 
6 
6 
6 
3 
4 
2 
3 
The following remarks were among the most interesting 
ones: I enjoyed it most When someone was helping me; Seeing 
what you got wrong or right; I learned a lot with the study 
guides and a partner and hope we can do it again; It helped 
me learn more about the subject. I also can remember it 
longer; I liked the study guides best and working alone; 
Reading the book and doing it together and helping each other; ' 
It was very interesting; Having a partner to study with and 
doing the study guides; I learned about different things 
working With a pa!tner; Working together and it was fun. 
Teacher Observations - General.•· '!he value of the 
statistics presented in this . study are dubious, since a 
complexity of influencing factors were present. TWo 
Boston Univer~ity 
School of Educat i on 
Library: 
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different teachers participated~ the writer and one other 
teacher. Both teachers directed their own classes. Though 
the rna terials and directions given were identical in each 
class, some aspects of the study could not be completely con-
trolled. Motivation, subject matter and miscellaneous inter-
ruptions were among these uncontrollable factors. The motive-
tion given by the teacher and reflected in the children's 
attitude toward the task, would differ in the two classes be-
cause of personal~ties involved. Tne required text of the 
grade which was used in the study was not written in a 
factual manner and therefore did not lend itself very well 
to study guide form. The various interruptions WhiCh crop 
up in any school day influenced choice and amount of actual 
working time. 
Enrichment.-- During the first two weeks, no enrichment 
was given. The study guide was presented with a very brief 
introduction and absolutely no discusmon or illustrations 
were given, after the study guides were used. The material 
was never mentioned again until the test was given on Friday 
of the same week. 
During the last two weeks or the study, the materia 1 was 
enriched through discussion. This discussion took place on 
Wednesday and Thursday. On Wednesday, the material covered 
on Tuesday's study guide was discussed. This class discussio 
involved the understandings presented factually in the study 
guide material. It was a teacher-led type discussion with 
the greater part of the class contributing. TRice the opaque 
projector was used in illustrating the map study, Which went 
along with the study guides. 
Grouping.-- During both manners of study, the teachers 
observed the children closely as they worked in pairs and 
individually. For the mos t part, the children worked in-
dustriously on the study guides. 
When the children worked in pairs they ap peered to be 
more engrossed and less affected by the ordinary distractions. 
Even the noise of the other pairs did not seem to bother them. 
On very few occasions was it necessary tor the teachers to 
admonish a pair not working on the material; tba t was more 
likely to be the case when the children worked a lone. 
Pairing also seemed to aid the poorer reader; verbalizing on 
the material seemed to facilitate comprehension ofthe material 
being covered. ~e poorer reader matched with a better read-
er, as long as both were at about the same level of under-
standing, would be greatly aided by a partner. At the same 
time the partner would be reaChing a fuller understanding of 
the materia 1 he was discussing. 
Study Guides.-- !s stated previously, the text used 
did not lend itself very well to study guide building. Study 
guides are used best with factual material; the text was not 
fe.ctual. 'lhe supplementary text used as a basis for the 
fourth week's study was factual. 
Study guides were used in this study because they could 
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be used in the same way in pairs and alone. It was impossible 
to match the dif'iculty of the study guides with eaeh other 
and the test. It would appear though that this factor would 
balance itself out over the four weeks. 
CHAPTER IV 
Catherine Needham 
EFFECTIVENESS CF PAIRED STUDY VERSUS INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
IN FIFm GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES 
1. Statement of the Problem 
It is the intent of this study to discover the effective- ! 
nwss of paired study versus individual study in fifth grade 
social studies. '!he data will be analyzed for the following 
purposes: 
1. To find if there is more retention when pupils study 
in pairs. 
2. To find if there 1a more retention when pupils study 
alone. 
3. To f'ind if' there is more retention When an enrichment 
program follows study when pupils study in pairs. 
4. To find if there is more retention when an enrichment 
program follows study when pupils study alone. 
5• To indicate the attitude of the pupils toward paired 
study in terms of the following criteria: 
a. Whether pupils liked working together. 
b. Whether pupils liked working a lone. 
c. Wbether pupils liked discussing material with 
the teacher and the class. 
d. Whether pupils liked dis cuss ::lng the material in 
I . 
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e. Whether pupils thought using the study guides 
helped in remembering important facts. 
f. Whether pupils understood the directions of the 
study guides and the teacher. 
g. Whether pupils thought the noise was bothersome. 
h. Wbat pupils liked about studying in this manner. 
i. What pupils disliked about studying in this 
manner. 
6. To indicate informal teacher observations. 
2. Plan of the Experiment 
ihis section will explain the materials, including the 
method of studying, and the weekly tests Which were used in 
the experiment. 
Description of the Materials - Textbook.-- The materials 
in this study came from the Ginn and Company textbook, "Your 
!I 
country and :Mine", a fifth grade social studies book. '!his 
book was being used by both the fifth grades involved in the 
study, so a new unit was chosen Which neither class had 
studied. 
Study Auides. -- Study guides were used Which emphasized 
the important material in the text. ~e study guides con-
sis ted of a series of questions with attached answers. '!he 
questions were primarily factua 1 and involved little or no 
interpretation. Each question was typed to within two inches 
!/Gertrude Stephens Brown, Your Country and Mine, Boston, 
Ginn and Com an 1 1. 
I 
lo ~.'ho 't7:JS Cabral 
;3·:--,tt,l:r r~u_i.:l;:-~ 
J>ace l~~ 6 
2 "i'o""" -: · ·11., 4~ •. -.., ...... 11"" loo··~{n,.,·? o .1: .1. . I- •.A .'1' ,Ju ,;> - v • .c,_._ 0 
.3 o • 'here did he land? 
1-;.Q ···110:1 CJ.ld tho IJortu.cueoe _)lo.n to .i.J.D ve as 
sla os? 
5o ,._'hat hapiJened? 
6,. - 'ho (lid the -..:ogk :l.n t~l!..e f:lolds? 
la ··:lly cllcl t ho kine; ::mel queen o:.r ro.rtue;al 
:Clce? 
2o 'l1o ril1ot co tmtry did tho l;:L"1Q; flee '? 
J, T''horc diu ;~ he kine 1and'":> 
li . ., "";;ue t ldnd of ci t:,r tli(l he find? 
5"' ,.:llcd; c:~:·u the :;:inc plant'? 
6., Ho;:.! docs :t t he DD(:m there are so nany nm:r? 
,., c ·. 'hy dld .:1ost. or··· tho .l)eoplo bccone 
P.nha J:)_py? 
G.. ~-."110 w11 s left behind? ~·:hy? 
HrD.Z_'~-J, .... £:Q.5JJ£l_it_fLf..teef!.Q;n -rzi tJlaJ:tt r:;;un.a.. 
ln ~-'hnt did }{iL"1G John try to do? 
2~ D1d he Jucceed? 
3 <! ' . Jw ·i.; D.ld t ilo D.raz iliano t hen do~? 
1: ~ -.·110 t l·d nc:.. o±' rul62 ·uns Pecll·o? 
2 '· ·.·:11o t -~)OC 0.::.10 oi' l~L1? 
3 ,. ~ ~l1 o::.·..:. d:Ul hr.; lecrve boh1ml? 
:~ ... '~-llD~~ I::iJ1c1 of J.:'u.lox:. ·~.·:orJ llv'"~ 
1.. A Portucue~e o:;:_;;loror 
2o A short route ·to India 
3o Brazile. 
4" The Inrlians .. 
5o The Indi8US rerlsed_ 
6Q Afri an nocroos 
1,. Hnnoleon •s n..r·::lir::n ··:o:;:·c 
.bryinc · o conquc.1~ J'J..ro::.:;e () 
2o Brozilo 
.3o Hie de Janir 
4() :nodcrn, up·- to-date ... 
5 Royal coconut pnlr~~o 
6" The neonle stolo seeds., 
7 o 'l'h0y- disJ_i!:o<l :1oYinG a 
ldnc tell then \7.0.::1 t to do ,, 
S., r.rhc l:ing•s son, ::.'oc1.ro, 
to rule Drazil. 
1., t:nli:e h ... o sor. co bac:J.;: tc 
Portucal., 
Zo i:o" 
3 Declare~ their indapond-
onc0 and_ crm·mecl. Ped.ro 
cnpo.;."'or o 
---~--~-----------
lo A cruel,solf~Jh Ji~tacoru 
2 lie loft "for J'ortuc.;n o 
.3o Hi~ DOho 
--~-----------7~ ----·--·---·----
··:ll·.r d.icl \.;llo ;)lnnt.n tjiOJ.1 m:mors llislil;:e 
'"1.,;i- '.~·1 . ~ o·"'·- r··..--v·····'r"n·;l.-:>1'11• ''O'"""' Pl"f1'7~LJ 
t
1 1C) ~·;hen !w uas :fiff;oun .. 
z .. }tinc1 nnd f.~.,icrHllyo 
h:lc1 :~" o llnd frecc1 t:1? nl:YiiC3 o 
'· I !~-· -') '. ··-'-" . ..t....... ... . .!. ..... :/•-J v ..1./o • \,J l..t u ~ ... ) J...) .... L..!, .!;.J . ... 
l:.Lt·~_r:,.::; Xl0\..7? !.;.o 1\ .rupu.bl:i.c, Y.':i th a _rro:Jid.:-;c·:.; 
5o > rn:>\i:1cue.r;o"' 
tHI'ld~r (~·•,.dd.El :: ~J... 
J:oc:,e l· 19 
i\ I.ool:: at }illc f'l.O 7) Qf Bt:>p;d 1 
i ~-:llich is 0hc bic~cen t count.r~r in 
So. M::-te.t•ica? 
2. II(Wl big is iJroz il? 
3411 ralich countries do not border Brazil? 
4., How lone; is lts coastline? 
5 .. ~·:ha ·t orca is in the north? 
61) ~· ]1o lives there? 
7. ~-thot is south of tJ.lis area? 
0. Yrha t sort of area is this? 
9. ~ ·:hat is in this area? 
10 o ,_.:here are Brazil's c1 ties loco ted? 
11~ ]'ind the Ai;mzon Basin, The Uplcnds on 
your map. 
12., ~ · .'hat a.o tour:ists en~ioy seeing? 
1 .. ~ ·:11a t does llio de Jnniro mean? 
2. Ho':T lorce is 'Rio d.e J'anlro? 
J. ~ ·;here is it loco ted? 
4 .. r'ha t is Sugar Leaf? 
Other Brazilian Cities 
- - ~~--
1. ;·,:hat is different about Sao Salvador? 
2.. :: ~ha t is ano tller seaport tii ty? 
J!..Ql~ diamm?=Q,g_ 
1. ~ ·:hat nrecious minerals are rained here? 
2. l,'!hat do thc;y- use the diamonds :t'or? 
3. ··.-hot ot;her minerals are found hera? 
~IQ..lillf.a_c;_ turi..ruL~Jl f.lra~U 
1.., ~·.~he t do sm:1e of tlle faot.orlcs in .t he 
larcer cities ~nanufac tlll'e? 
1 ·.'hat is Draz:i. l cloinc to J:mp.rove 
J~rans_por· tn tion? 
~~ ·.·.rha t is it tottC]linr~ its peopJ..o? 
L. Brazil .. 
2 o It covers l/2 of So .f\r.1. 
and is bi:~~:~er ·i;han U. :J. 
J~ Chile and ·;:;quador. 
41) 4000 miles . 
5o ArlSzon Basin . 
6., Indians 8nd covernrJ.cnt 
Y;orkers . 
7, 'I1he U.vlnnds .. 
B. Plateaus, hilln, r.a)untoins. 
9. Oattle ,citien on tho eost o 
10. On the olains ';J1icl1 lie 
bet"t·recn· the Uplands and 
~ the ,\ tlantic Ococn . 
I ~-~2. -=~~~~~~s ~ -·-----
1 
lo River of January. 
2. Tile second larr·est city 
f (") ~ . ·-0 •. .>o. :lmer~ca . 
3 .. On a coastal plain. 
4. A mass of rock above the 
city, 
1. Elevators carry peo_ple 
around the t ovm. 
2. Bellm 
1. Gold end diamonds. 
2. For j m-;els rmd for 
manufact11re of tools • 
.3. Iron and nan~an ese .. 
. __ ...____ ... __________ _ 
1. Textiles , leather goods , 
cloth ine, meat pD cl~ in.r:; ., 
___________ __ ...... .-----· 
1.. Bulldinc railroad[·3 una. 
oi.rliness 
2" Farn.inc end her:JJ .. th o 
---------
1. To ce1.; the seruH to usc 
to help a person after 
11e has boGn bitten. 
Sehool 
----------------------
Mateh Column B with Col A 
A B 
Ca.eral lo slaver; 
Negroes 
- . 
24 explorer 
_ Napoleon Jo village 
_ King Joh11 4o modern eit;r 
_, .. Rio de Janiro 5o conqueror 
Dom Pedro 6e republie 
Brazil 7o revo1utio• 
-
Em._!!eror Pedro So dictator 
Plantatiom owuere 9. ki.Jad ruler 
Palm trees 10. kiag ot ?ortusal 
u. Ullhapp7 
12,. -KiJig Joha 
Cirele the aaswer whieh most eorrectlf eompletes the aente•c ., 
1., Cabral was searehiRg for 
a.., gold ., 
Do a ew world~ 
2o The Portugu(!se could aot uke sla.es ot 
a., the I~diaRs ., 
b o the farmers., 
3 co The king moved his oourt to 
ac Fra e~., 
bo PortugaL 
4o Rio de Janiro wa.e 
ao a eplendid citye 
b ,, a slwao 
5e Kil:ig Joh ttas most proud of 
ao hi palm treeo 
o the bird!Jo 
e., a mew route to India~ 
do Aaeriea .. 
e., the Negroes o 
de The Aaer1.eUSo 
e., Brazil. 
d, Iadiao 
eo ,jWigle . 
d.. a village c 
8 o hi~ library., 
d., Portugal" 
a., eaftor m:: ny bi:lttl 
b., easil, ·; 
7 .. .i:om ror .?edro re:ot back to 
a. ).)ot·tug&l., 
" s· i 
8c ~ae last 1~er was 
ao mean and eruelo 
~ coasiderate o! the pooro 
9., He was forcad to leave b~eause 
ao the laed owners disliked himo 
b, hEJ made e,Teryo e pay t.au o 
10 n 'I'he !'ull SJB(!j of th couRt rr i 
ao the l1llio . of Brazilo 
b o the Umited Statea of Brazilo 
Fill in the blaaks: 
lc King John lett behi d hio _____ o 
2 Emperor Pedro acted .like a ----=---··--·· o 
3o hmperor Pedro left behind his soa, 
eo becuu3o of a kich apni 
d attei' a. short war" 
o Brazil~ 
do Rio de Janiro., 
o dicta.toro 
d o popular all the time o 
eo th0 IDdians revoltedo 
d. his father sade hi11o 
Co Bra.zilo 
do Bra.zil ot ~Oo 
J-1-o The people got th~ pal ~eds by __________ o 
5o The 1876, Do ?ed1-o b:isited 
6" Th" last king becam.<:-l emperor whe he wa 
-----0 
?~ 1'he last ki g o ened hi s :)alaee to -----o 
au The head of the government now i• a ----0 
9o Brazil i s qow a ___ .. 
10.. The language ot Brazil ie ____ , __ ,.._o 
0 
, 
J: .• 
. . -
l_.J ~~3. ~ . ...:.!,._._ _r_ 
d. ~·J~. E:. ,_J 'Otl:o.·~Y'Jt · 
·:~:K 1.::.>rro~.:ri.:. .:ou ·,tr;:r i::1 ,:} .. <.:.e.eri<• 
~-·· :10 ono 
:, ., i; :.1'1-- p,· .. r:- pl1.;; 
Cl.~ 
"!-
·-· ~' 
., 
,_,,, 
"-.. (• 
the se~-o· 1d lax-test. ~it;r" 
t ·~e la:~· \:.t~St. ci tc . .f ~~ 
~,~J r..:atl. ~J(~ thoy a~ ... ~ 1'4:.-:':\i 0 
b:::een3u tbG:.;- E\!'l> ~1-u:t_cl~i3l~ o 
:~ 
J, diagre Fr.ll.3 
6. Ri et' of ·.Tanu ..... ly 
10 go:tr:. 
r.;Jt:e..lb .. ·;:.ha.!l i·h) ·.:~ i0· ci 
·t.1.1:; ;:;:T. z ~· o.. F:. ·:·-Gc '""J " 
!< o Ind.tr.w:.; ·~nd 'A<J ~ke:c::c ,, 
d~ .i~e;:p'Obv, 
e~ a ~,n::.l.JJ. ~.::i . l:.y." 
cL.. u ·F:Ulapc" 
e1:- to m .. )"J"e .\~1 1'\)i .. t ·!o :i~ 1.-r~ r t( t.!1c 
UfJf.~l,. ]_C,7t .... ~_,:-
d ., ·f.o h.:-)J · ··)l d.<.!l' ~c(11~J.e , 
'· ., •ltti g,, 
bo b~aut -· 
'? ,. Brazil has ncou.raged the butltti. ~· of' 
a~ educate .ita peopl~a 
b~ rule South Amez~ca~ 
9., Rio :l.s 
an 8. modern, beautiful city., 
b ,,, still very baok:«ard, 
q,, prsvent snake bltes~ 
b,, eure 3nake bites" 
Fill a the .ble.mk : 
all 
1~ Brazil iQ touched by/tha cou tries exeept 
C o their e.l:!ee.pn s ., 
d,, o i:•aa.so:m,. 
e.. railroads" 
d., oubmarlF~B .~ 
c ... free its slavea, 
d~ do nothing f or its peoplG" 
t1" 11-ar.y poor" 
d o eold most ot the ti o~ 
c" kill the snal~ee" 
dn educate ople~ 
2, All the important c:i.tiea are on or a ... ar the ------------""~...,.o 
.3o Basid0 diamo~d& , t\'iO mil!l.eral~ found here are----- ud "'"'........._,=---~o 
·-----.-0 
; Q '1\.ro or t.htJ rea on f. or edueation in Bra.~U are to teach pe:ople to care tor 
of the right hand margin of the page. The corresponding 
answer was typed to the margin. The answers were then folded 
back and kept from sight until needed. 
The questions covered a complete section of a unit of 
the text. A,s the length of' these sections varied, so did the 
length of the guides. The guides w ere planned to take the 
students from twenty to thirty minutes. 
Each paragraph heading in the book was used on the guides 
and questions were lis ted under them. The part of the page 
containing the answers was similarly divided, except that 
after each series of questions, the page was cut so tbat just 
the answers to a particular section could be checked at one 
time. 
Tests.-- Objective tests were given on Friday of' each 
. 
week over the material studied at the beginning of the week. 
The tests were divided in two parts, the first part testing 
the rna terial studied on Monday, the second part testing the 
material studied on Tuesday. 
:.: . Method of Study 
For the purpose of the study, two fifth grades, A and B, 
were used. The study guides were used on Monday and Tuesday 
of each week and tests were administered on Friday. These 
classes were used alternately as a control and an experi-
mental group. 
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On Monday the children in room ! would work in pairs 
using the guides and on Tuesday would work alone using the 
guides. On Monday the children in room B would work alone 
using the guides and on Tuesday would work in pairs using the 
guides. The diagram below explains this more graphically: 
Table 2Q. Weekly Plan of Study for 
TWo Fifth Grades, A and B, 
Working in Pairs and Alone 
Day or the Grade 4 Grade B 
Week 
{15 (2) (3) 
Monday Pairs Alone 
Tuesday Alone Pairs 
Friday Tests !rests 
Each class e overed the same material each day by using 
the s arne study gu.ide. 1he study was carried on for four 
weeks. 
Study Guide Procedure.-- Tne children were each in-
structed to read silently, the material under each paragraph 
' heading in their book. This usually included three or four 
paragraphs. They were then to read the quest ions on the 
study guides and to try to answer them. It they did not know, 
or were unsure of the answer, they were to go back and check 
in their texts. To cheek the accuracy of their answers, tbey 
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were to unfold the anowers corresponding to tbo material tney 11 
had studied. T.h~proceeded in like manner for the rest of the 
study guide. 
Paired Study.-- ~e children were allowed to choose the 
person with whom they wished to study. Each one used his own 
book, but shared a study guide. They were instructed to read 
the material ~lently,under a 1aragrapb. heading. When both 
had finished reading, one child was to take the study guide 
and ask the other child questions. If there was any doubt 
about the correctness of the answer in the mind of the questio ·. -
er, the answer was to be discussed and checked. It was 1m-
pressed on the -children that they were to discuss the question 
between them and arrive at a a ingle answer, if possible, 
befor$ unfolding the answer sheet. 
After the children had f~is~ed the quest ions under one 
paragraph heading, they were to each read, silently, the 
material under the next heading. Whey they had finished 
reading, "!he person who had first asked the questions would 
II do most of the answering this time. 
way throughout the study guide. 
tney alternated this 
Individual Study.--~• Children worked completely alone 
in this part of the study. T.ney were each given a study guide 
and instructed to read the 'material under a paragraph hesding .I 
Tney were then to look at the study guide and try to answer 
the questions under the corresponding paragraph heading. If 
the child did not know, or was unsure of the answer, he was 
I 
to check in his textbook before unfolding the answers on the 
study guide. When the child had finished questioning himself 
snd checking his answers, he was to go on to .the next paragrap 
heading in his book. He continued in like manner for the rest I 
of the study guide. 
Enrichment.-- Por the first two weeks of the study, the 
pupils studied in the manner previously described, with no 
additional help from the teacher. For the last two weeks of 
the study, an enrichment program followed the study time. 
This consisted of a quick review of the material on the study 
guides, of map work, of vocabulary used in the selection, of 
comparison and contrasts with material previously learned and 
of general discussion. 
Testing Procedure.-- In order to measure the amount of 
learning Which took place individually and in pairs, tests 
were given to th~ pupils on Friday of each of the four weeks. 
T.he tests were in two sections. The first section cover-
ed the material studied on Tuesday. Each section of the test 
consisted of thirty questions, making a total of sixty 
questions over the material studied the prev.ious Monday and 
Tuesday. 
'lhe same format was used with a 11 of the tests. '!he 
first ten questions were matching; the next ten questions 
wer e multiple choice, and the last ten were "fill-ins". 
3· Population of the Study 
T.nia section will explain the background of the popu1etio 
6 
of the study. It will include a frequency distribution of the 
Mental .Ages and the Intelligence ~uotients of the children who 
took part. 
Background of the 'opulation.-- This part of the study 
took place in Groton, Massachusetts, a small, ~1-rural, 
semi-surburban community, located about forty miles northwest 
of Boston. The Elementary School, where one-half of the fifth 
grade experimental group was located, is composed of children 
who are in a high socio-economic group. Most of their parents 
are professional and business people. The Tarbell School, 
where the other half of the experimental group was located, is 
of a lower socio-economic background. Most of their parents 
are mill workers or laborers. 
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~ frequency distribution of the Intelligence ~uot ie nts 
and Mental Ages, as determined by the Otis ~uiek-8coring 
Mental Ability Tests of the children involved in the study, 
is given in Tables 21 and 22. 
Table 21. Frequency Distribution of 
I.Q. 1 s of Fifth Grade 
Population of the Study 
Intelligence Quotient . 
(1) 
1~0-1~5 
1 5-l ~ 
120-12 
115-11~ 
110-11 
105-10~ 
100-10 
95-9~ 90-9 ·· 
s5-s4 Bo-8 . 
N- 47 
M - 105•37 
S.D. - 9·15 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
:. . .. . to • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
Frequency 
(2) 
• 
• • • • • 1 
• • • • . 0 
• • • • • 1 
• • • • • 6 
• • • • • 4 
• • • • . 9 
• • • • 1b 
• • • . . 5 
• • • • 3 
• • • • 1 
• • • • 1 
Table 22. Frequency Distribution of 
Mental Ages of Fifth Grade 
Population of the Study 
Mental Ages 
(.Months) 
(1) 
over ••• • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
N- 47 
M - 132~68 
S.D. - 9.64 
4• Analysis of Data 
Frequency 
(2) 
1 
4 
3 
l 
~ 
5 
1 
4 
1 
In this section, the data will be analyzed tor the fol-
loWing purposes: 
1. Tottnd if there is more retention When pupils study 
in pe.irs • 
2. To f1nd if there is more retention when pupils study 
alone. 
3• TO find if there is more retention When an enrichment 
program follows study when pupils study in :pairs. 
4- To find if there is more retention When an enrich-
ment program follows study When pupils study alone. 
5• To indicate the attitude of the pupils toward pair-
ed study in terms of the following criteria: 
e.. Whether pupils liked working together. 
b. Whether pupils liked working a lone. 
I 
c. Whether pupils liked discussing material with: 
I 
I teacher and the class. 
d. Wn.e ther pupils liked di seuss ing the material I 
in study teams. 
e. Wh.a ther pupils thought using the study guides 
helped in remembering important facta. 
f. Whether pupils understood the d ireetions of 
th& study gUides and the teacher. 
g. Whether pupils thought the noise was 
bothersome • 
h. 'lb.e.t pupils liked about studying in this 
manner. 
1. Whet pupils disliked about studying in this 
manner. 
6. To indicate informal teacher observations. 
-=::=:_ ---
Table 23 shows the results of the first week of paired 
study. 'Ihe mean score for those who studied alone was 13.76 
compa red to 15.56 for the pairs. 'Ihe difference was 1.80 in 
favor of those who studied in pairs. The crit ica 1 ratio of' 
1.67 shows this to be statistically insignificant. 
Group N. 
{1) 1:2} 
Alone 46 
Pairs 46 
Table 23. First Week - Achievement of' 
Pupils Working Alone and in 
Pairs 
Mean 
•••• 
s ... Diff. s.E. 
M. ~ ... M~M. Diff. ... ~ .. . 
1 2 
131 Iii lsl ll>l tzl 
13·76 ·76 5·31 1.14 1.80 
15·56 .83 5·61 
c.R. 
lBl 
1.67 
Table 24 shows the results of the .second week of paired 
study. The .mean score for those who studied alone was 15.4 
compared to 16.33 for the pairs. The difference was ·93 in 
favor of those who studied in pairs. 'lhe critical ratio of 
.715 shows this to be statistically insignificant. 
Group N. 
[ll ~~ l 
Alone 45 
Pairs 45 
Table 24. Second Week - Achievement of 
Pupils Working .A.lone and in 
P'airs. 
Mean s,B., s,D. Diff. S.E. 
M. . . MM Diff • . . . 
l 2 
l3l l~l [51 llil l:zl 
15-4 .gl 6.1 
16.33 6.21 ·93 
1.30 
·93 
c.R. 
l8l 
·715 
I! 
~ 66 
Table 25 shows the results or the tests for the third 
week. The mean score for 1hose who studied alone was 15.53 
compared to 18.29 for 'those who s tudied in pairs. 1he 
difference was 2.76 in favor of those Who studied in p9.irs. 
· '!be critical ratio of 2.55 shows this to be statistically 
insignificant. 
Group 
lll 
Alone 
Pairs 
Table 25. T.hird Week - Achievement of 
those Working Alone and in 
Pairs 
N. Mean s.E. S.D. Diff 
M. M M 
1 2 
~~} '3l Hil '5l lbl 
45 15 ·53 .81 5·55 2.76 
45 18129 ·72 4-92 
S .E. C.R. 
Diff. 
lzl 18l 
1.08 2-55 
Table 2o Sh()Ws the ~esulta ot the testa for the f'o'Ul'th 
week. Wile mean so.o%"e ·. t't:>P those '\'tho atud1ed alone ttrae 16.89 
compared to lt5~4o :f'o~ those who studted .in pairs., lfue differ 
en.ce 'Wa.e •:4.9 ·J.n tavo~X' Qof those who stMied alone• '!'he ertti• 
ca..i ratio of •22 Sh$'t1S th1s tq be stat1stlaa.lly i:nstgniflcant!i. 
I 
'fable 25 •· trourtb Week ..._ Aehi:ev.'ement of 
· tho-se W~rk.ltts Aione a:nd in 
Pa:i·~: 
Alone" . · 45 16•,89 ~94· G;.·;;:; : 
:Pairs 4$: ·· ---·-----,,6:40 ··=·::§Cr·r · "' 6'~0$ ~71. 
oa 
Table 27 can pares the results of the first week' a teat 
with no enrichment after study to the fourth week's test with 
; 
enrichment after study for those who studied alone. The mean 
score for those who studied without enrichment was 13.76 ec:m-
pared to 16.89 for those who studied with enrichment. 1he 
difference was 3.13 in favor of those who studied witl:l en-
richment after study. The critical ratio of 2.56 fh·ows this 
to be statistically inaignificapt. 
. Grqup 
fll 
Alone 
Table 27. Results of the Tests of the 
First Week with no Enrichment 
aend the Fourth Week with En-
richment for those Who Studied 
Aione 
N. Mean s.E. 
.. 
s.D. Dit.f s ..)}. 
M. M M Diff. 
l 2 
l~ l 13 ~ U~J lsi {l>l {11 
46 ·783 5·31 13·76 (no enrichment) 
3.13 1.22 
Alone 45 16.89 ·943 6.33 ( enrichment) 
c.R • 
l8l 
-
2.56 
: /• 
---=---
Table 28 compares the results of the first week's test 
with no enrichment after study, to the fourth week's test with 
enrichment after study, for those who studied in teams. The 
mean score for tb.os e WhO studied without enrichment was 15.56 
compared to 16.40 for those who studied with enrichment. 
The difference was .84 in favor of those who studied with en-
richment after study. The critical ratio of .69 shows this 
to be statistically insignificant. 
Group 
{ 1} 
Pairs 
Table 28. Results of the tests of the First 
Week with no Enrichment and the 
Fourth Weeli with Enrichment for 
those who &tudied in Pairs 
' 
N. Mean S.E. S.D. Diff s.E. 
M. MM Diff. 
1 2 
'2l {3} Hil Is l (l>} l:zl 
46 15·56 .83 5·61 
(no enrichment) 
.84 1.22 
Pairs 45 
(enrichment) 
16.4o 
-90 6.o6 
C.R. 
18l 
.6g 
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School 
- - .. . ,..~···, _______ -'W_ ... _ .. __ 
______ ; _________ _ 
J.. us1nc the .. }t.udy cuirl~ f5? 
2.. n tud.y:i.nc ~:,"i th a purt.nm:' ra thor then a l one'? 
3. discussinG i t v;ith the teacher after you f ini shed r eadinc? 
L.-~ asldn5 each other ques t ions? 
5" choosinG your m:m .r>nrtner? 
D.• n 'TOU ._,1i Dl? • 
... :~- "> UJ. - , \.. .. 
6 ~ you l earned :.1ore s tutlylnc ni th a _partner? 
? ~ yo u le:,1rned eas ier and quicker with a part ner? 
g ~ you l e ::u•ned uore i'Jhen you Yrrote the ans·rrers? 
0 
1 '1 
·-· Ill. 
.!.2 ~ 
.ll; . .. 
the 3tuc1 ;;;r Guides helped you r0mer.aber the i!J.porta.nt na t crials? 
the Study Guides nere oasy to understand? 
t he . tea chert s di rections v1ere easy to understand? 
the noise bothered :y-ou tlhen you vre1·e studying toc ether ? 
it helped t o discuss it as a class? 
you ~.-.ro u1d l i ke to uo.rl{ tocether nore often? 
Is there anything you dic1 not like about 't'JOrki nc tocoth er? {If yes, t ell why) 
. ···--....... ~ .. ----- --
----------------------------------------- ------·-----------------
16.. Is there anythinc you did not lilte about wor ldnc a l one? 
. -- { If ye r3, tell \'Ihy) 
17. 
--
Is there any thine; you cli c1 no t like a bou t t he :3tudy Guides? 
(If yes> tell i.'vhy) 
--~-----·----..-.----- & ---------- -·--------
-----·--------""*~~----- -------··--·~--
_,..,.,.,.. . 
18,. ·;:·hat did you enjoy mo:::t a bout t . .he les s ons clurJne; the psst f'our "i.'leGlcs? 
Table 29 shows pupil attitudes toward working in teams 
with study guides. 
Table 29. Tabulation of Responses of' · 44 Pupils to Interest ~uestionnaire 
Did you like - Per cent of' 44 
Pupils Answering 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5· 
( 1) 
using the Study Guides1 • • • • • • • • • 
studying with a partner rather than alone'? 
discussing it With the teacher after you 
finished reading? • • • • • • • • , • • 
choosing your own partner • • • • • • • 
asking each other questions1 •• • • • • 
I!!. 
(2) 
84% 
86 
77 
93 
100 
Did you think -
6. you learned more studying with a partner? 77 
7• you learned easier and quicker with a partner?80 
8. 
9· 
you learned more When you wrote the answers? 43 
the Study Guides helped you remember the 
important material? • • • • • • • • • 91 
10. the Study Guides were easy to understand? 73 
11. the teacher's directions were easy to 
understand? ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 91 
12. the noise bothered you when you were study-
ing ~ogether? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 34 
13. it helped to discuss it as a class? • • 82 
_ !J±. ou would lik~ to work together more often? 82 
71 
Table 2 9.1 (Cont.) 
---====-=-=-====--------- - -- ------ -- ==-
Question Per cent of 44 
P-up.J2.ls Answering 
Yes 
---~1 '<-- ( 2) 
15. Is there anything you did not like about 
worki ng together? ••••••.•.•••..••.•••.. 20% 
16. I~ there anything you did not like about 
working alone? 50% 
Summaries of Opinion.-- In response to question 15, 
the most common reason g iven for not enjoying working 
together was that the noise tv a s bothersome. The other 
t wo reasons v.rhich were given only twice \vere that their 
partner was not satisfactory and tha t it took longer. 
Ib. response to question 16, ninety per cent of the 
pupils answering "yes", felt that they didn't learn as 
much when they studied alone. The other reasons, listed 
once or tv-rice, were tha t it was "too lonesome'~ "too con-
fusing", "too easy to cheat", and "not as much fun". 
Question 18 asked the pupils what they had enjoyed 
most a bout the lessons during the four weeks. The res-
ponse s were many and varied. Most of the reasons a re 
t abula ted b e lmv: 
Responses 
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" w-- - - -=:----::~======-~=ctv-8J;?-kiag~t-o§~ --,h._~~'.:.,' =""=== 
No. Res uondiY'I-:,Q 
~~~2 e·====~==========~========= 
Responses No. Responding 
"Having the study guides" 5 
"Learning more" 4 
"Talking over the answers" 3 
"Going through the book fast" 1 
"411 at it0 2 
Teacher Observations.-- 'lhe children were overwhelm-
ingly in favor of the team work. 'lh.is was especially 
noticeable when they waited anxiously to be told whether 
it was their day to work alone or in pairs. If it were their 
day to work together, the pleasure was easily discernible. 
The children follcmed the directions on the study guides 
easily after the preliminary explanation. The length of 
time the lessons took varied from twenty to thirty minutes 
and the enrichment lasted from ten to fifteen minutes. Many 
of the slower readers had to be granted extra time. It 
generally took the children about five minutes longer to 
complete the lesson When they worked in pairs. 
Enrichment.-- ihe enrichment was not formal, but con-
sisted primarily of further explanation of the material 
read. 'ftl.is involved map work, discussion of terms and 
uniting concepts. For example, after the children read about j 
the formation of the Argentinian Republic, Argentina was 
found on the map, the names of the cities were pronounced 
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and located, and a brief explanation of the current political 
situation in the country was given. Several children brought 
st8mps and coins Which were discussed and passed around. 
Grouping.-- .As much as possible, the children worked 
'l in groups of two. Ir there was an extra child, then there 
j would be a group of three. No attempt was made by the 
~~ teacher at equaliZing partners, as the children worked very 
well with those whom they chose. In most eases they were 
very close in ability. There did not seem to be any rest-
lessness evident when the raster or the two readers finished 1 
reading and had to wait a moment for his partner. 
Study Guides.-- As the questionnaire indicates, the 
children reacted favorably to the study guides Whether work-
ing alone or in pairs. Many of them made it an informal 
game to see who would do the most accurate work. Asking 
each other questions and having the answers available for 
an immediate cheek kept the interest high. 
I 
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CH.APTER V 
Lodema M. Bixby 
EFFECTIVENESS OF PAIRED STUDY VERSUS INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
IN SIXrni GRADE SOCIAL STUDIES 
1. Statement of the Problem 
It is the intent of this study to discover the effec-
tiveness or paired study versus individual study in sixth 
grade social studies. The data will be analyzed for the 
following purposes: 
1. To~ if there is more retention when pupils study 
in pairs. 
2. To find if there is more retention when pupils study 
alone. 
3• To find if there is more retention when an enrich-
ment program follows study when pupils study in 
pairs. 
4. To find if there is more retention when an enrich-
ment program follows study when pupils study a lone. 
5• To indica te the attitude of the pupils toward 
paired study in terms of the following criterias 
a. Whether pupils liked working together. 
b. Whether pupils liked working alone. 
c. Whether pupils liked discussing material 
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with the teacher and the class. 
!,...., 
d. Whether the pupils liksidiscussed the material 
in study teams. 
e. Whether pupils thought using the study guides 
helped in remembering important facts. 
f. Whether pupils understood the directions of the 
study guides and the tea.cher. 
g. Whether pupils thought the noise was bothersome. 
h. What pupils liked about studying in th. is manner. 
i. What pupils disliked about studying in this manner 
6. To indicate informal teacher observations. 
?• To correlate, using the total population of the 
study, the r.Q. 's of each individual with his 
average score of two weekly tests. 
2. Plan of the Experiment 
Description of the Materials - Textbook.-- The material 
in this study came from the Ginn and Company textbook,"Your 
ll 
World and Mine", a sixth-grade social studies book. This 
book was being used by both sixth grades involved in the 
study, so a new unit was chosen Which neither class had 
studied. However it was a unit which followed the plan 
jjG.S. Dawson, E.W. Tiegs, T. Adams, 11Your World and Mine", 
Ginn and Company, 1954• 
;)t .. ·=).·~Y ()l:ticJ e - ~ .. :~o~-iCiB ... Y 
i?u .. ·J ..1.llf~ i~t10 Ii.tJ J~ c..rJ. ~~:t c rti-t::;c~ 8 ~:.~ 1--~ .. ?. 6 . 
1.. \il1.a t ·:,11:. ce i n.du e:!~1-"):ln.l o .. n.d. c o:cnmerc j_~,l 
nations f'ace t.hG Atlant:tc·? 
2 . Holland and Be1r:.:;:'"u.J.m t•re~C'e orlc:i_n::.,,lJ.y 
cc~lJ.Gd -::·rho.t '? 
1.. Holland~ Delc;iu.m~ 
and France . 
? ~ The Fetherle.nd s or 
Lm·r Countries . 
3 ~ ·rhe offic1al ncl.!:le for Holland at. t,he 3 ~ 'rh e :netherland s~ 
present :ls -----~ 
1..; . • L:lke Sc[.mdinc.via~ •,-rhat type 
c;overnrnm.1t do they ho:~re? 
of 
'l'he Netherla,nds is the home of t .he 
- - - rrqjfch ,.------- - ·-·· 
.L .. Ho'I•T could you explain the size of' 
the Netherlands? 
2 4 What are dikes? 
3 ~ 'i'lhy did -the Dutch build dikes ? 
L!. ~ Hm-r d)_d they- r emo·!Te -the 1·ra.tcr left. 
in the lm·; fields? 
5. './hat makor; "this la.nd such fertile 
:f.'o..rmine; c otm:try'? 
6 , ~-rb.a:t. is the /:uider Zee '? 
7 , l':amo throe rivern that. run 
tl1l"'OU,C·;h the Not.hm."'lands .. 
f' .. ':.''::y o.,x•e there so :oo.ny canals t,o 
t:r·o.vel on in the ::ethorlo.nc1s? 
9 ~ Hm·r ho.s modern engineer in~:; mo.a e 
'the \'TOrt: of removinG the uo. ter 
eo.r~ie :r~? 
10 . Farr1:i.n:.~ is ~.n :l.mportant occupa'tio11. 
o f tbooe poople.. '.7b::t.t. :ts another? 
b 
r • A kine;dom, t-rhich is 
domocrat.ieally cov-o:t•n ed . 
l ... It is about ·the si:;~e of' 
Haine anc1 Connecticut 
combined • 
.. 
2 •. Dikes o.re h a rd b:J.nks 
of firmly pcw1red cro.vel 
o:r· clay " 
:1. TlJ.e J .. ctn.cl in tl1.e 1·rest-ern 
part is bolm·J se~ lmrcl 
so they built d~kes to 
hold back the seo. ~ rivers~ 
l!- . They pumped it out ui th 
vrindmills .. 
5 .. The sil ... c. brouc;b.t c! o1:rn 
by tl:.e rivers " 
6 . It io an inlo.nd lo.Je, 
vri th the sea cut off by 
n dil~e . 
7.. Rhine , i.:euse =' a nd 
Schelt :~i --:rers ~ 
f' ~ The country has so m:my 
to dra.in t.l1e f'ioldc ::md 
thoy rmy ,i~c usoo fox' trmrGl o 
9 ,. Electricity runs the pum:r:s 
Hhich rcmmre t.he "ro..ter f rcm 
the land'!' .:..1.nd . 1ovrer co.no.lE ., 
lo. FishinG and ex~ortin~ fi Eh . 
ll ,.. 1'l'lt) S~·"·~1:i;.1 s:1 ~ .!:"() J.. 1:1t>C)r ·t.~~11 ··~ <) J:'t () i) l~~ ·[, () 
f~Jc;l l::l. ... _(J. \· T ~~lO.:f~ ~\1''8 SC,::.?H3 Ct;}1 <::• rs c~) 
12"' \·J'J.1 c.~t; oAr0 ·t:roJ .. c1e~~g o.ncl ho't-1· GJ~E~ 
~GttGY 'b-ct:l :L ·', ? 
1. ~:) Iiol s ·~~ e in Ca~ ·t t:Le come f~r~on1 }IoJ_l ? .. rld {t. 
~ ih::i"£:, o.:ee sone milk p:r·oo.u.ct.s i·rhlch 
:'1,!:"' 8 O.l.SO f[1.EJOUS •. 
:i)l. ~ HoJ_ J_ <?_. ld is S'tunous fol'"' it. s flo1rrer 
fes"tivaln. \·ihat f1m-rers a r•e 
T'.:d sed. :tn abundc:mce·? 
1 5 . Is t.he 1nnCI_ to the eaJ:-Yt of Holl::~.n.c1 
of' o.ny ~ . ralue .. 
1 ~ '.iho.t makes the J:.~etherlc.:nds such an 
~U~tportt.:l,n.t. im1ustr.:to.l countl""y? 
~"2 .. :;hy is Rott erdc..m such an inport:::.nt 
por·s '? 
J.JJ ~ ()o.J ·~~i-:.1 ; :t-s·E: ~ fl~~ .. :c ~ ~(J O ·~ :: .... ·ij OC·D :-
D.1:1c1 s1}.so .. 1~ lJ e <:~-~ 8. 
1?. :NoN f :'i. e1ds t.:tt t :--.:.e i:"">dcc cf 
t1b.e SGB.. \·Tir.!.i etl o.. :.,.G ~)iJ. :i. ]_ t. 
\·rh 0l"1 t he f o..:"mers orect 
small dilcs to koeptout 
t,i1e t it..1es . 
~. IJ.J. D .. "'t c~ :!:";! e 
1~5 .. ButtG~C'> ch9Hs~ , c onck::n.sed 
111 :i~ :Llt ~~· 
'l.J.. "'uli pet r1 ''"' ····c ·i "' "'- , ' '"' 
_.._ • Q .t. .. - .. ,;, _:;;: .. c .;..!. _ ~ ~... i ::.... 'l.. Sc J, 
and c1affodiJ.s .. 
15 . Y<:JS , they c:;rm·r potn-(,()08: 
-:·rheat, br.~rley. o'-:,t fj .. f:Ou·- ~o. :r­
bects~ c:md :oa s t u :re 0nt .. tie 
there .. 
l ., I·t:. is locr..t.e d on ::.:•i YGr:::; 
j:'unninc; from Ger:!lo..ny ~:.o 
tl1e seu ~. 
2 . It is the por t f or the 
ITetherl G.nds L'.nd nl Go fm: 
the Ituhr d.iatri ct. of 
G-ermany~ 
::;i ., ·;·!h:.:•:t. m:-<!reu it posBi ble for ere:::.. -'c. 3. A deep cano..J_ . 
s h i p s to co::ne to Rot ... &ercl.o..m even tb.ouf)l 
it i s 15 niles from the eoa? 
tr- .. ;nl::-·.t :r1ethoc'l do they use to trnnaport 
:lmpo:t' tB u:; the Rhine Ri ve:r·? 
~.3 _ n ot. t.cl"'c~ ~.m h~s oth0r in:7oriJ.':1.nt in-
du n t r ion . N~.~nc th:t•cc., 
6 ,. \;h,-:.t. a:r·c so:-1c rc..·t-r procucts pre-· 
pnred for o~rkct by people of the 
~ et:::.er-:L.::md:3 .. 
·(. Hm·r )_s ;\rnstcrdD.l:l C!:tffercm:t f'I'om 
t?~ r!.JT c~ .. -ty ~ .. :c :ho.,.re,. i'l o~·r? 
4. They O.Y'e lo~v:! e d on:C.o 
bO.!"[j0S \:7lJ.iCh [.~ 0 1.J..p 8t .. :'::'Gt~!"!l 
to tho 1~-,.rc;e clt::i. es . 
5. Shi:pbuildinc !' me.nu f::tct ~ 
urine of cis~rs. rope , 
lo .~.ther= p:':1.i1.1tc t::.1.11d cu<30..1., 
ref1ninc; .. 
6 . Su:~o.r , vecet,:."'.bJ.e oils !' 
coffee, cocoa f petrolou.!':l ~ 
'7. It is ~rnined bv canals ~~~c11 ~1v · ~ ~ 1 + -~ ~.~o ~ I --.L - - - J .'-' .c_; _ V ~ J ~ 
mn.:ny :1.s1ar;.ds . 
C .. ~.Il1~~.:t >.s ·s1.1.e eo..l)ii~o~J. o:e ·tt1e 
l.Y f::J·;~; J.1c:: ;~ J .t;1.11Ct 3 ·? 
lt also the larcest city? 
10 ,, Uho:t. et.r'e some pr·~)<luots that 
tJ:1e I'1 r:;-ther:Lo~nCls h.as t!o iTt1J)O:t~t,? 
5; . l'J (t ,. i~.tns ·Le:r:{l.a;,u ls i.~b.e~ 
l ~].1-'l~; e n t, • 
:!..O ~ Iro11 D..l!.d s··~esl.:- f31") .:13_n 
for· cattle_, pou.l tr7 D.l1.d 
cotton .. 
~~~ey GuJ.de--TuceJay 
I-'~:~.s e ~~ ~~ ·? L) -- ~? ~:5o . 
·.;1:1D, t.. ·t:vro ·01.-, iL.[$~3 l1.~::~·v-e: r~-u.:~cl.c 
v .. C:}Grl"'cor of'~ i11d1..1~::;t.~cy ·: 
? .. Belc; :l.mls impm..,·;;, r't'l.r:r mr.t'!:.erio.ls v.nd 
e=~port. mcuJ.y mc,mJ.:fD.Cti.J.!:•ed products. 
·:;.}J.iJ.t, c~J:-'e norne? 
;}4 ',}}1Ctt cit-y· :t s .~che lo..J."ge ::ri:t t,c~{.tile 
e r.~n ... :::er ? 
5. Lc>.C emoJ.r:ln.c; :!. B an import. ant 
ind"Llst:t'~r of -~il1:;vt ci"'c~t? 
J. J.t8 loe.~t i on. c.:r~d 
Qbt.i.nd;J,llCO of' CO<J:l. ~ 
2, Iron o.nd st.CJcl c.;oods, 
m a c n~·no~v ~ ·~ol ~~~l~ : . .. ...... - .to -· :J';, J' }:.,) ~._.,......,._ _ ~: .............. -~ ..... : 
loc orno~~vos ~ chern2c2ls 
and cloth . 
3- GhGn.t. 
Belr\lUi:! is rnadB up o f' t~·ro ver:v- difi:'er•en. t. par-ts~ 
.... -~-........_--~~-- ... - --··-~---------..-.-~---
l .. i·Jhen:, ';·fill y ou. find the bet:1t, 
f m:->m J.c.nd •3 ? 
Eot·.r does 'th:J.s land resemble Holland? 
3. Can you t~J. 1 uho.t products a r e 
raised in the Northern part? 
LL. Het"; r is t.he le.nd d if'ferent in the 
sclu~trheas ·t from t.l1e north? 
:.:hy ts the s ection near· ·t,he l'rench · 
border' a gl"'eat mai1ufa ct.!b.rh1g cenJr.:.er ·? 
6. ··.-nmt t.ype of me.nufact,ur·:lnc; ls 
c ~X:r'i ed on? 
7 M ':lbat ;1 s the cent.ex• of the steel 
:lndt.t stL~jr? 
P '.ihy does Belc:ium impo:c<t coal 1·Tllen 
it has so nrlJ.ch o f" its Oi•mZ 
9, i'Jh e,t ez'ops ;::.re impo':r~tant to 
l!!ull·~~t . ern Bel[.~~it~ri'!? ·;.~1"1c:.t~ t:..., .. 11:l.J~12.ls 
C~}~E; ~~'lr.:t5. t~ee. !.1erc? 
It. is belou sea level 
and dil'::0s have b e.sn bu:~lt .. 
3. Wheat, barley~ oats, 
potatoes: rye) nnd fn.dt ~J;. 
Brussel sprouts ~ 
l~.. TlLe :.to.,11.d :1. s ll:i. l..t_y :- t.t1e 
people speo..lr. French ... 
5. Rich coal fields. 
mineral deposits.· 
6 .. HGavy nach:lno:r'y ~ cotton 
2-nd l!oolen , chen5.ca.:L . rt:nd 
ClD.S ~P:~OY.'k ~ 
0 It does :net. have t,ht? 
:!."ic}j:t type of c oc~l for> 
:mcm.ufac ·cur :i.nc; . 
9.. \'ll10C .. .!~, anc1. SL1G D . .i. , lJGet~s!; 
Cattl~.; , sh:~cp and ho:n:;co. 
10 .. B3~ ·;u8st~ls, t,110 c~t'...p:L -teJl!' :t. c 
oi.O cl ~~~r .. ~.;t11~·t · t~ 1-~rc; "t<YJJOG 
"'~·:-o:t~lr ::~.J~r:; ~l.n l~!or·~\;[tll tJ l1e:t.o")e? 
t:.~. '"V"(3ry 
!'-, ·f' 
...... .-
]~~;!,.. 8l1ips COi11iJ.1.G to I\.xltst:rerrJ ~111r:1t1 
:ti-.,s ·(~ pass throu.r_~i.!. terl"itc.:i:-:y 
belongi:r..g to ~-rho:& country's 
1:; .. Ec\·r O-X"e mr:my cities of 
Del~ium connec t ed? 
lit ... ·.:hnt ls a buffer st~-to? 
11 . fmt,';ierp. 
12. HoJ..1o.nd. 
J.J~! - A EJ}:JG .. l}. CCtli~. i-~l'S .. 't·rit,11 
l:i..ttle mil:L tt?_ry po"!::cc 
1o(;u ted bot;:·ree:i.1. t,'I:To 
stron~e:r eountr:le ... , . 
Circle the correct nnsver . 
1. IIol~v.md, I3Gl(:',lUD 
r~.. Lo-..·r count:C'ioc 
n!~lcl_ F:~e.~x=-:=l1C(; c...rc t.:~o .. :Ll cd_ i:.,11e 
b, DjJw countr j.e ::.l c . L::tl':e 
2. AJ. l thi'eo D.re in}Jorto..nt c ouJJ.1~ri cs f'or~ 
a . IncllH':t.ry b • 1 iin:mc; c. Sheep roJ .. r,:Lnc 
3 . Polland and Belcium were ori~ino..lly co..llcd 
o . . Bo.J..l{:o.m countr~Les b . N'e thorJ.o.nds c. Inl~'.ncl count.r:i .. oB 
L~ . Ho llo..nd i s about. the f:l:i.ze of 
o .. F:r•ance b. The Un:tted Sta--=:.'tes l'I::J.ssuchusetts & Connec·t:.icu·i:, 
5. D5Jws ~:rere built to hold bcwk 
a. The sen b . The land c . The canals 
6. The lanc1 in Holland is fertile because of 
a. The 5lacie~ b. Silt left fro~ rivers c . Rivers 
7 . The co.p::i.to..l of the Hetherlo.ncts is 
a. The Hac;ue b .• l\.rwte:C'c1nJl1 c . Rotterdm:1 
e. j\fe\ r f:i.elds built n t the odce of tho 800. i'i1 th clilws to b.oJ..d 
back the water are 
a . Buffer fields b. Rhur· dj_r.;trict 
9 ~ Tho Dutch .people h::;..ve man;y· 
s. , Dainy fo.rms b . Sheep Panches 
'] .... 
_u_, Tl-:e Zuid el~ Zee :in a 
c. Polders 
c. Cotton f :'L e 1ds 
b, Canal c .- Inla::1d lnke 
Completion 
1 . .11. la:cGe rl ver tho..t runs thl .... OUGh the Netherlands o.nd Ge:r·mc.ny 
1. s the 
2. B:eoad b o..nlt s of firmly packed c;ravel o~c clay are ca l J.ed ______ . 
J , L:lko Scand ino.v:'La , tho Netho1."'l3.nds is o. democro:tically 
'f.he 1D.rcest r.lty- of the Nether-lcux'lr, is 
5 .. !\.no ·her j_mportant seaport is 
-------
6.. 'I':J.e :::;overnmen·t builcUnc:s for tho ~-Tct 1·~orl o.nc1 s o.re f ound 
'T . 'I'b.o iiethe:c'lcmd s i s an iDpo:c>t o.nt indust:r:lo..:L country becaur;e 
(". 
\ . :'l.nport nrc 
8XiCt 
·------
10. F'l.sme:r>D ra ised i n Etbuno.o.n,~B :i.n I-Io11o..nc1 c~re 
J.. '.l.'hs Nct.herlan.ds a t. one tir:-te included Be1c,1un .• 
~2 ~ 'l'h o Rhine .. Heuse,. El.nd Sel1elt Rivel"'S o.re 1~·ivers 'that run th~c'ouc;h 
1-.To ·,· ·1 . .,.,..,d / • 1 --(.,;.· ....... .:.. ,., 
3 .. Con:um:>ce is more :lmport.ant. to the Net.he:C>la.nds than G.S J:''_. c:uJ·i:.urc. 
i~. 'rhc HaGue is the capitol of ·the Netherlands .. 
5. The l'Tet!lerla.:nds has "Go import much (5ro.in for co.t.tle ~ 
6 .. Sh:ipbuJ.ld:lng, th0 manufacrtur:Lng of cigo.x•s" and ro:~;e nr'e 
:i.mpor"tt:mt industl"ies of Rot.t.erdam., 
7 ~ Fish:lng :1s not importA:>.nt t.o the p0ople o:r Ho11c.nd N 
r~ :ehe C!tl..na .. ls in tl1e Netherlur2ds V,iere buil·t, :for. the peopJ~e ·G o 
t,ro.vel on. 
9 " 'l'he eastern part of the Netherlands iE-~ used for' gl"Oi'linc 
potatoes, grains!· and ·sugar 1)(;ets. 
1 0.. 'fhe Dutch are skilled at. mak:i.ng "beaut,iful pot.tery c 
1 . 'I'h c 1,:-.x·e;er; t 
o.. . CoJl~;:J:ts 
Be l c:LUE! 
t e x tile city in Pelcium i s 
b. Gh ent e. Delft . 
2 . The cap~tal city o f Bolc ium is 
a . nrussols b . Bru~e o c . Brittany 
3. The best :fm"m lan d :1.s found in ul:l.ich pc~:c· t of Del ciun 'i' 
a. Southern pa rt b . JTi d dJ.e c . H orthorn po.rt . 
21. . 'l'h.G Jand in tho ----·-·-···---·- part is hilly. 
a . Nor thorn b. Southern c . l·7iddle 
j . Il0re p e ople talk 
a. Spt::mish b. French c. Dutch 
6 . Lo.c emoJ-;::i..ng is an 
a . Br1.;:ssels 
j_mporta.n t 
b . Bruc.;es 
occupation in the city o f 
c. Brittany 
7 . Belg ium is first of all a 
a . Big country b. A bnclr.-Hard count!'y c. Ind.u8t:c' i al 
country. 
f . The larc;est seaport of Belcium is 
a. ::~o tterdo.m b. i\.nt1:ierp c . Amsterdo..m 
9 . A snall count ry located beti·reen tvro strone;er countries i;ihich 
ha s little mi l itary powe0 is calle d 
o. . Buffer sto.te b. FolcJor .c. Neutral count ry 
10 . Ships comins to Antvrerp must pc..ss throuch territory b:::lonc:ln g to 
a . Germany b . France c . Netherlands 
Completion 
1 . Belgium is a country of industry because of its 
2 . ?~chinery, locomotives, and chemicals are some of Be l cium ' s 
3 . Bel siuD has also built to keep back the 
i.~. i'Teo.r the French bo:r·del'"' you fino rich 
~:S . The best fo.rrnland. s o.re founo in the --·-- part o-.t Delt.-: i um . 
products r a ised here are e.nd 
7 . Al thouch Be lei urn h ac :much coo..1 it ~, tJ.ll ---- -
beco:nse i t does n ot ho:ve 'the riie;b:t kind . 
r· . J: ·:r..tn.y c i t. 5 .. e s o f Belc; i um a re c on n eote6 by 
the l'!e therlands . 
ou eh ::n o:ce 
the same 
9. Belc;..1ul!l, c. bu:f:fer st~.te, i!? loc[l..ted 0eti'reen 
]_0. Beco.ur c: of the supply 
of Charl e roi , Del~ium 
D.n 
:l.s 
1. iL11. t1·.'GY.' P o.nd Bruosels ~revery old c:it:i.os. 
2 . The center of ·t.he s t eel inclustry is Liet:,e. 
c. no 
OCCU)X1. tion 
3 . ;n1e.::'.t and susm .. " bee·;~s <=.tre ir:1por·tnnt Cl"ops raised in sout:ne:en 
Bf.~l~;iu~m .. 
4 . friendly cooperation is very important to the people of 
HoJ.. l.::1.nd .:md Delciun. 
5. The Germans oc d1plcc1 and foucht on the Bel::;io..n soil ch .. lr:Ll!-G 
~'lorld •Jar· I . 
6 . The Scheldt River runs throuch Bel6iuo a s well as the 
Netherlands . 
'7. BI'usneJ.. sprouts: poto.poes, and fruits are rn:1.sed i n 
northern Bel.:::::ium. 
2. Belcium does not need or have dikes like the Netherlands. 
~~ . Dcls ium is an absolute monarchy vihere t.he kine has o..ll the 
ruJ.inc :po-vrer. 
10 . Delsium like the Netherlands is an important tradinc center . 
of study in the text. 
Study Guides.-- Study guides were used which emphasized 
important material in the text. The study guides consisted 
of a series of questions on the assigned reading in the 
text. 'lhe answers accompanied each question but were folded I 
back When the child received them. They were separated by 
cutting, so that, as a child read a question, he could 
check his answer with the one given without seeing the 
answer to the next question. Each study guide had a vary-
ing number or questions, but was made to be used in a social 
study period or approximately thirty minutes. 
Tests.-- The tests were constructed to include the 
material given on the study guides for that week. They 
were divided into three parts containing different types 
of items so that all the pupils could have an equal op-
portunity for answering. ~ese were also built to be 
given in a thirty-minute period. 
_. Method of Study 
study Guide Procedu~e . • -- TWo sixth grades participated 
in the experiment. ~e study guides were given on Monday 
and Tuesday; the weekly teats on Friday. This experiment 
extended over a four-week period. Both grades used the 
same study guides, rotating between working in pairs and 
alone. 
Day of 
Week 
( 1) 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Friday 
Table 30. Plan of Rotation for 
Study Guides 
the Grade 6R Grade 
(2) (3) 
.Alone Pairs 
Pairs Alone 
Test Test 
6L 
~is plan was carried on for four weeks. Each week 
the alternating class would work alone on Monday so that 
there would be the same space of time between testing the 
results or the pupils studying a lone and the pupils study-
ing in pairs. 
For example, the second week would be set up as 
follows: 
Table 31. 
Day of the 
li'eek 
fl) 
Monday 
Tu.esday 
Friday 
Plan of Rotation for 
Study Guides 
Grade 6R Grade 
f2) (3) 
Pairs !.lone 
Alone Pairs 
Test Test 
6L 
Enrichment with the Study Guides.-- For the first two 
weeks there was absolutely no enrichment to the guide sheet. , 
The only discussion was when pupils studied in pairs. The 
only map work was that included in the study guide. After 
two weeks of no enrich.ment with the study, the pattern of 
study was changed. 
The guide sheets were given on Monday and Tuesday and 
were used either alone or in pairs. The answers were 
written as before. However, on Wednesday, the que stions 
on the guide sheet were discussed as a class, bringing out 
important and interesting information. The large wall maps 
were used, as well as smaller individual maps, for locating 
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cities, rivers, mountains and seas. In one class, a large 
product map was begun. 
On Friday, the test was given as before. 
Paired Study.-- Pupils were put into pairs, as much as 
possible, according to their reading ability. TWo pupils 
were used for the most part, but if there were an odd number ) 
occasionally the team consisted , of three pupils. 
'lh.ey were instructed to each read from his own text 
book, the assigned paragraphs. After he had read the 
section outli.ned on the study guide, he was to write the 
answers to that section on a piece of paper. When the two 
pupils of the team had finished writing the answers to that 1 
section, they would ask each other the questions. 'lheir 
answers were cheeked with the answers on the guide sheet 
and, if necessary, corrected on the paper. If they needed 
to refer back to the book it was rather easy at this point. 
When o.ne section of the study guide was finished and 
the answers checked, they would read the next section in 
the text book and continue with the same method. 
Mter the whole daily study guide was completed, they 
could ask each other the complete list of que s tions on the 
guide and cheek to see if they could answer them Without 
their papers. 
Individual Study.-- Tne procedure was about the same 
for individual study as for paired study. T:ne pupil was 
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instructed to read one section, as outlined on the study 
guide. He would then read the questions and write the 
answers for that section. After the answers were written, 
he was to check his answers with those on the guide sheet. 
When one section was finished, he was to proceed with 
the rest of the study guide in the same fashion. Aft'er he 
had completed the list of questions, he could go back and 
review the complete paper. 
Weekly Tests.-- The weekly tests were made up i'rom the 
material covered on the study guides an~ the reading from 
the text book for that week. !n even number of questions 
wa• :3used for each test. ~ere were sixty items on it; 
thirty were made up from the study guide used on Monday, 
and thirty f'rom the study guide used on Tuesday. In this 
way it was possible to check the results of' paired study 
versus individual study. 
Both parts of the test were of equal proportions, as 
much as possible. Each group or thirty questions was divi-
ded into three sections of ten i tema each. 
Tnese tests were built to include: 
1. Multiple choice questions 
2. Detailed questions 
3• Completion statements. 
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3• Population of the Study 
Background ot the Population.-- ~e two sixth grades 
participating in this experiment are from the Elementary 
School, located in Groton, Massachusetts. .A varying number 
ot children have been used, as there were many absentees 
at that particular tim_e. It a child was in school one week 
to participate in the whole experiment, he was used. 
Therefore, each week a diterent number of eases has been 
used, varying from fifty to sixty cases. 
Table 32. Frequency Distribution of 
I.Q,. 's of SiXth Grade 
Population of the Study 
Intelligence Quotient 
(1) 
I 
~~=~4 : : : : : : : : : 
123-119 ••••••••• 
118-1~ • • • • • • • • • 
i~~:ig4 : : : : : : : : : 
1~~=9~ • • • • • • : : : ~d~ : : : : : : : : : 
~~ :7, : : : : : : : : : l~ :k : : : : : : : : : 
N - 6o Mean - 107•35 
Frequency 
(2) 
' 
J.j. 
10 
6 
9 
~ 
~ 
1 
2 
0 
1 
S.D. - 14.8o 
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Table 33• Frequency Distribution of 
Mental Ages of Sixth Grade 
Population of the Study 
:Mental Ages 
(Months) 
(1) 
188-184. • 18~-17, • 
17 -1~ • 
1~~-1 ~ • 1 . -16 
• 16~-15~ • ~~=lli • • • 14~-13~ • 13 -13 • 
13~-124 • 12 -12 • 
12~-1~ • 11 -1 . • 
11~-109 • 
10 -103 • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
.  
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
Frequency 
(2) 
• • • • 3 
• • • • 7 
• • • • 1 
• • • • 3 
• • • • ~ • • • • 
• • • • 2 
• • • • 2 
• • • • 5 
• • • • 1 
• . • • 9 
• • • • 7 
• • • • 1 
• • • • 1 
• • • • 2 
• • • • 0 
• • • • 2 
! 
N - 6o Mean - ~9·75 months S.D.- 22.25 
4. Analysis of Date 
In this section, the data Will be analyzed for t h e 
following purposes: 
1. To evaluate the effectiveness of paired practice 
as contrasted to individual study, When there is 
no enrichment. 
2. To evaluate the effedtiveness of paired practice 
3· 
as contra3ted to individual study When there is en-
richment. 
To evaluate the attitude of the pupils toward work-
ing in pairs in terms of the following criteria: 
e. 'Whether pupils prefer working together. 
b. Whether pupils prefer working a lone. 
c. Whether pupils prefer discussing the 
material witn the teacher and the class. 
d. Whether pupils prefer discussing the 
material with each other. 
e. Whether the pupils prefer using study guides 
for help in remembering important faets. 
f. Whether pupils understood the directions of 
the study guides and the teacher. 
g. Whether pupils thought the noise was bother-
some. 
h. Wb.a t the pupils enjoyed about studying in 
this manner. 
i. What the pupils disliked about studying in 
this manner. 
4. To indicate informal teacher observations. 
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Table 34 shows the results of the first weeks tests. 
1he mean score of the pupils working a lone was 18.20 com-
pared to a score or 18.80 for the pupils working in teams. 
T.ne mean difference was .60 in favor of the pupil study 
teams. The critical ratio of •57 shows t h is difference to 
be statistically insignificant. 
Group 
: 111 
Pairs 
Alone 
Table 34· First Week - Achievenent of 
Pupils Working Alone and in 
Pairs 
N. Mean s.E. S.D. Diff s.E. 
M. M M Diff. 
l 2 
'~} [3l Hi) {sl {l>l tzl 
50 18.80 ·77 5·49 
.6o leO? 
50 18.20 .67 4-80 
C.R. 
l8l 
·57 
I 
1 
Table 35 shows the results of the second weeks tests. 
The mean score of the pupils working in teams was 21.59 
compared to the score of 17.99 for the pupils working alone. j 
The mean difference was 3.60 in favor of the pupil study 
teams. The critic a l ratio of 2.97 shows this difference 
to be statistically insignificant. 
Table 35. 
Group N. Mean 
{1} '2} {3) 
Pairs 55 21.59 
Alone 55 17·99 
Second Week - Achievement of 
Pupils Working ! lone and in 
Pairs 
S .E. S.D. Diff S .E • . 
M. M M Diff. 
1 2 
Hi;l {5) 'b} {:Zl 
·93 6.96 3·60 1.21 
.63 4·71 
C.R. 
{S l 
2.97 
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Table 36 shows the results of the th ird weeks tests. 
The mean score of the pupils working in a team was 21.50 
compared to the score of 21.32 for the pupils working alone. 
The mean difference was .18 in favor of the study teams. 
The critical ratio of .28 Shows this difference to be 
statistically insignificant. 
Group N. 
~ll l2 j 
Pairs 6o 
Alone 6o 
Table 36. 'lhlrd Week - Achievement of 
Pupils Working Alone and in 
Pair a 
Mean s.E. S.D. Dift. s.E. 
M. M M Diff. 
1 2 
t3l {I! l 15~ F>l tzl 
21.50 
·59 4.62 
.18 .63 
21.32 .62 4·83 
C.R. 
l8} 
.28 
Table 37 shows the results of ~.: t he fourth weeks tests. 
'!he mean score of the pupils working in a team was 24.38 
compared to the score of 22.55 for the pupils working a lone. 
The mean difference was 1.83 in favor of the study teams. 
The critical r atio of 2.12 shows this difference to be 
statistically insignificant. 
Group 
'll 
Pairs 
_. lone 
Table 37• Fourth Week - !.chieve:nent of 
Pupils Working Alone and in 
Pairs 
N. Mea n S.E. S.D. Diff. s.E. 
lfl • M M Diff. 
1 2 
~2~ ,3) [~) ~5} F>l ~:Zl 
6o 24-38 .67 5-22 1.83 .86 
6o 22.55 ·50 3·90 
c.a. 
{8) 
2.12 
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T.able ~8 compares the first tests, without enrichment 
after study, to the fourth week's tests, with enrichment 
after study, for those who studied in pairs. 
r.Ihe mean score of the pupils for the fourth week, 
with enrichment, wa s 24.38 compared to 18.80 for the f ·irst 
week. The mean difference was 5•58 in favor of the enrich-
ment program after study. The critical ratio of 4•57 shows 
this difference to be sta tistically significant. 
Table 38. 
Group Weeks M. 
{,1) {2} {3l 
Pairs 1 18.80 
(Without Enrichment) 
Pairs 4 24.38 (With Enrichment) 
Comparison of First and Fourth 
Week's Tests While Working in 
~s with Enrichment and With-
out Enrichment 
S.E. S.D. Diff. S.E. C.R. 
-M . Dif'f. 
{9; l 'sl ll>l tzl l8l 
·77 5·49 
5·58 1.22 4-57 
.67 5-22 
Table 39 compares the first tests without enrichment 
after study to the fourth week's tests with enrichment after 
study, for those who studied alone. 
The mean score of the pupils for the fourth week, with 
enrichment, was 22.55 compared to 18.20 for the first week. 
~e mean difference was 4•35 in favor of the enrichment 
program after study. Tone critical ratio of 5.06 shows this 
difference to be .statistically significant. 
Table 39· 
Group Weeks M. 
Ill ,2} ~3l 
Alone 1 18.20 
(Without Enrichment) 
Alone 4, · 22.55 
~ith Enrichment) 
Comparison of First and Fourth 
Week's Tests While orking alone 
with Enrichment and without 
Enrichment 
S.E. S.D. D1ff s.E. 
)4. Diff. 
U!l ~5l ~l>l tzl 
.67 4.80 
:C.R. 
P~l 
4·35 .;86 5-06 
·50 3·90 
190 
l.;nr:J.e Scho t'Jl 
------··-----------------
J.~ut "yes., or "no n ln front of each q_ue:-::ti nn : 
:Jid you lilce ~ 
- -...-s -
1. ~sine th~ J~udy cuides? 
.. 
2. , s t udyinG ·::1 th a _partner rather than alone(? 
-
3o d:ls cussing it nith th e teacher after you finishecl reading? 
11. ~ asldne each other questions? 
5., choosinG your m:m partner? 
Did ·:ro u thinlc: 
---.... -~ --
6 Ci 
'I I iJ 
8 .. 
11 .. 
12~ 
13 
l r ~-0· 
you learned .::-1ore s tudyinc ni th a partner? 
you le:::rned easier and quiclmr r;i th a partner? 
you learned nore when you v1ro·te the ansners? 
the 3tudy- Gu.ides helpecl. you remember the inj'!Ortdnt :nmterlals? 
the Study Guides were ·3asy to understand? 
the teacherts directions v·rere easy to understand? 
the noise bothel."'ed you nllen you itTere studying tot~ether? 
it helped to discuss it as a class? 
you would like to i.70.t'lc tor:ether nore often? 
Is there anything you dic1 not like about -r:orldnc; togeth er? 
{If' yes~ tell v;hy) 
~·- ---- ---·----·-·-------------
-----·----------~---N·-·-.. - ·-----·-----------------
Is thel~e anythine you did not like about wor.ldnc alone? 
- {If' yeo, tell 1'Jhy) 
~-~ ........ -·----·--·-"---.... -....--~-· ------,-~------·-------
·--------·-w-----·----~-,..---·-·---------.--..... ·------- -
1?. Is t,h e re anythine; you dicl not like about the 3tUd;}r Guides? 
-- (If y es) tel l \Jhy) 
-~~-----------~----~-----~-•-N•-------------------------·----------
18.. ·::hBt d.id :;rou enjcy most about the lessons du.rirrc-; the past f ou:r i.'lGeks? 
___ _..._ .. _ _.._ ... __ ..._l"-"-'"----... -·------~..----------· ·----
Table 4o. Tabulation of Responses of 
Pupils to Interest 
~estionnaire 
Questions Per cent of Pupils 
Answering~ 
(1) (2) 
1. Did you like using the Study Guides? 96~ 
2. Did you like studying with a partner 
4· 
5· 
6. 
7· 
a. 
rather than a lone? 93 
Did you like discussing tne material 
with the teacher after the study guide 
was finishedf 91 
Did you like asking each other que ations? 86 
Did you like choosing your own partner? 
Did you think that you learned easier 
and quicker with a partner·? 
Did you think you learned more when 
you wrote the answers? 
Did you think using the study guides 
helped you remember importe.nt material? 
Did you think the study guides were 
easy to understand? 
86 
98 
90 
10. Did you think the noise bothered you 
when you studied together? 8 
11. Did you think it helped to discuss it 
as a class? 85 
12. Do you think you would like to work 
together more often? 88 
-
91 
Table 4o. (Cont. ) 
13· Is there something you disliked about 25% 
working together? 
14· Is there some thing you disliked about 
working alone? 44 
15· Is there something you disliked about 
the study guides? 5 
Summaries of Opinion.-- What pupils disliked about 
working together: 
1. 
2. 
My partner can't read fast enough 
' Partner doesn t help 
Some partners looked at answers 
Partners didn't always agree even 1f 
it was the right answer. 
5• It your partner reads ~aster than you 
he disturbs you. 
6. Too noisy and hard to work 
No. 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
7• We didn't discuss it enough sometimes. 1 
8. Don't like to discuss it with partner. 1 
9· Not enough room on desk for two people. 1 
10. Sometimes you get a lazy partner. 1 
What pupils disliked about working alone. 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4-
Didn't learn as much because didn't 
discuss it. 
Can't ask questions of each other. 
Harder to learn alone. 
I Didn t learn as much alone. 
5• Didn't understand as much When studied 
alone. 
6. You work faster together. 
7. Cou.ldn 1 t ta 1k it over before writing the 
answer. 
8. Teacher thinks you should r inish faster 
working when you work a lone. 
9· Couldn't find all the answers working 
alone. 
What pupils disliked about the study guides. 
1. Questions were too easy. 
2. Sometimes the answers were confusing. 
What pupils enjoyed most about the sessions 
for the last four weeks. 
1. Working together. 
2. Working together and at the same time 
learning things. 
112· 
13 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
45 
3. When the teacher talked it over with us 2 
I . 
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4. Correcting our own study work When we 
found our mistakes. 
No. 
-
5 
5. Having the correct answer on . the guide. 6 
6. Having a weekly test. 2 
7. Working fa.s ter together . and remembering 
more. 
8. Studying was fun. 
3 
1 
=-
1
1 9:;,_;_4-=== 
Teacher Observations.-- The first week that the guides 
were used they were very new to the pupils. Neither group 
had ever used them before. It took about five minutes to 
give the directions to the class. Even then, they were not 
fully understood and the teacher had to go around and ex-
plain more fully to some pupils or groups • 
.Arter this explanation, the first week, it was simply 
a matter of passing out the guide sheets and everyone 
proceeded without further question, on the following weeks 
of study. 
In all lessons, the fast and average readers finished 
ahead of the slower readers and it took much longer than 
the approximate thirty minutes, for the slower readers. 
In all exercieea, the slower readers were allowed as 
much time as they needed to finish the work, and the 
better readers were allowed to go on to another type of 
work. 
Grouping.-- As was previously stated, each class 
alternated between working in pupil teams and individually. 
Neither group had worked very much in pupil teams, and the 
idea was very new to them. For the most part, they were in 
groups or two, but occasionally, if there were an uneven 
number, there were 'l:hree in a group. As they were paired 
according to reading ability, as much as possible, the boys 
and girls were mixed in their pairs. 
During the fir s t lesson under this experiment, there 
was much excitement over workin g together. ~e boy and 
girl team was much more business-like than either the 
strictly girl team or strictly boy team. The boys seemed 
sillier working together than the girls. 
'lb.e teams With three pupils did not work as well as 
the two per team. In some instances, no matter how care-
tully the pupils were grouped, some would suffer because 
they would finish ahead of their partners. 
W'riting th.e Answers.-- While working in pupil teams 
or individually, the pupils wrote the answers to the 
questions on the study guide. Only one wrote the answers 
when they worked in teams. However, most of the pupils 
took turns writing the answers and they seemed to enjoy 
it more this way because all had a feeling of working and 
participating. 
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Enrichment.--Earlier in this report, it was stated that 
there was no enrichment of the material for the first t vro 
,,Teeks. 
For the next t~·.ro \-reeks, the study guides were foll owed 
by class discussion and map 1/Vork. 
There was much participation in the discussion by pupils 
In the ora l ·v.r ork, it vms very 
evident which que s tions had b e en studied in pairs and a lone 
1 t hat week . The slower readers a nd the slovrer students took 
I 
for 
I 
an d 
a ctive part in the discussion cov~ring paired study. They a ls o, 
throug h the help of the study guides, participated more than 
usual in the activities . ]twas a lively and self-confident 
class during the discussion, locating places on the wall map 
and building a large product map. 
5. Relationship of the T.Q. 1 s 
with Achievement 
It is t he intent of this section to correla te, using 
the total pupula ti on of the study, the I.Q. of each individual 
with his average score on t wo weekly tests. 
Table 41 shows the results of the pupils wi th I.Q.' s 
below 1100 . The me an score of the pupils working in teams 1vas 
19.00 compared to the score of 17.82 for the pupils working 
j alone. 
I study. 
tical l y 
Group -
{1} 
Alone 
Pairs 
The mean difference was 1.18 in f avor of the paired 
The critical ratio of 1. 2 3 shows this to be statis-
insignificant. 
N. 
{2 J 
54 
54 
Table 41. Paired Learning for Pupils 
Belovr lCD.O I. Q. 
Mean S.E. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
M. MlM2 Diff. 
(3J---r4J (5) (b) {7) 
17.82 .71 5.22 
1.18 •. 96 
19.00 . 65 4.88 
C.R. 
( 8 J . 
1.23 
Table 4 2 shows the results of the pu p ils with I. Q.' s 
from 100 to 110 . The mean s~ore of t he pu p ils working i n 
teams wa s 20.68 compared to the score of 19 . 16 for the pupils 
work i n g alone. The mean difference was 1 . 52 in fav or of the 
paired study. The critica l r a ti o of 2 . 07 shows this to be 
statistically insignificant . 
Group N'. 
Table 42 . Paired Learn ing for Pupils 
Between 100 and 110 I . Q. 
Mean S. E. S . D. Diff . S . E. 
M. M]_M2 Diff . 
------
c;. R . 
---rrr--m--nr (4 ) (5) TDr-m-·-NJ 
Alone 8 2 19.16 .so 4 . 56 
1.52 . 54 2.07 
Pa irs 8 3 20 . 68 . 54 4 . 94 
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Table 4 3 shows t h e results of the pupils vr i th I . Q. 's 
from 111 to 12 0. The mea n score of the pupils workin g in 
1 tea ms was 2 3 . 23 c ompa red to the score of 2 3 . 78 for t he pu p ils 
working a lone . The mean d i ff e rence was . 05 i n fav or of those 
working alone. The critical r a tio of • 0 6 shov.rs this to be s t a t .J. 
J . 
istically insignificant. 
Group N. 
(1) 
-r2 J 
Alone 41 
Pairs 41 
Table 43 . Paired L earning f o r Pupils 
Between 111 a nd 12 0 I . ·Q. 
------ --
1-'J:ea n S.E . S . D. Diff. S . E. C- . R. 
M. MlM2 Diff . 
or (4) \5)\"DI-- --rrr ---rn, 
2 3 . 78 . 56 3 . 56 
1. 0 5 . 83 . 06 
23123 . 66 3 . 98 
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table 44 shows the result s of the pupils with I. Q. 's 
of 12 1 and over. The mean score of the pupils IWrking in 
t eams wa s 26 .32 compared to the score of 25 .5 for the pu p ils 
• working alone. The mean d ifference was 144 in favor of t h ose 
II 
work ing in pairs. The critical ratio of 1.00 shows this to 
be statistically insignificant. 
Group N. 
\1~ (2 ' 
a lone 34 
Pa irs 34 
Table 44. Baired Learning for Pupils 
Above 121 I.Q. 
Mean s.E. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
M. MlM2 Diff . 
\3T (4~ (5) ---rb) (7) 
25 .50 .45 2. 64 
.44 .45 
2 6 .32 . 89 5.20 
---
-- ==.......__.._ 
C .R. 
(8) 
1.00 
100 
CHAPTER VI 
FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
In this chapter, the findings from the individual 
studies will be summarized. T.ne study involved a total of 
232 children working a total of 16 weeks in the fourth, 
fifth and sixth grades in three different towns. 
It was the intent of this study to measure the effect-
iveness of paired study versus individual study, specifi-
cally:: 
1. To find if there was more retention when pupils 
studied in pairs. 
2. To find if there was more retention when pupils 
studied a lone. 
3. To find if there was more retention when an enrich-
ment program followed study When pupils studied in 
pairs. 
4· To .find if there was more retention when an enrich-
ment program followed study when pupils studied 
alone. 
Paired Study.-- Of a total of sixteen trials, ten were 
reported to be in f avor of the paired study. ~ere were no 
statistically significant critical ratios reported. 
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Indivi~~al §t~Qy.--Of a total of sixteen trials, six 
were reported to be in favor of the individual study. There 
were no statistically significant critical ratios. 
Effect of Enrichment on Paired and Individual Study.--
Enrich~ent consisted of discussion, map work, current events, 
and displays. When enric~~ent directly followed recall 
practice, test results were improved on both paired and 
individual study. Howeve r, this rests on the a ssumption of 
e quality of difficulty of materials and te s ts which wa s not 
controlled. Although the enrichment appea red to produce g ood 
results, there is a need for further testing . 
Study Guides.-- As the questionnaire indicates, the 
child ren reacted favorably to the s tudy guides, whether 
working alone or in pairs. Many of them made it an informal 
~ game to see who would do the most accurate work. Asking 
each other questions and having the ansvrers available for an 
immediate check, kept the interest high. 
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